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SECRETARY'S ANNOUNCEMENTS
SOME FORTHCOMING EVENTS: SEE ALSO THE
'SOCIETY NOTICES' ON PAGES 31 TO 34

Wednesday 16 April at 5.30 for 6 p.m. at the
Travellers' Club (106 Pall Mall, London SW1), Mr Peter
Merry (Chairman of our Council) on "Kipling and Elgar".
You are reminded of the Travellers' 'dress code': for
gentlemen, coat and tie are de rigueur.
Wednesday 30 April at 12.30 for 1 p.m. at the Royal OverSeas League (Park Place, off St James's Street, London
SW1), the Society's Annual Luncheon. The Guest
Speaker will be Field Marshal Sir John Chapple,
G.C.B., C.B.E. Admission by ticket: members in the
U.K. will have received application forms with this issue
of the Journal, and with December's. Other members will
of course be welcome, but they must contact me as soon as
possible, saying they wish to apply.
Saturday 21 June: a special Anniversary Lunch – see page 32.
Wednesday 9 July at 4 p.m. at the Royal Over-Seas League,
the Society's Annual General Meeting (which all
members are entitled to attend); followed by tea; then at
5.30 for 6 p.m. Professor Enamul Karim (our Secretary
for North America) on "Masonic Vision in Kipling's
Selected Writings".
Wednesday 17 September at 5.30 for 6 p.m. at the Royal OverSeas League, Dr Daniel Karlin (Professor of English,
University College, London, on "Repetition-work and
richness: a feature of Kipling's style".
Wednesday 12 November at 5.30 for 6 p.m. at the Royal OverSeas League, Mr Julian Moore of Flinders University,
Australia, on "The Years Between – the fears between":
preoccupations evidenced in Kipling's verse, 1906-19.
February 1997
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"And when he could spy the white of her eye, he made the pistol crack."
[For a note on this picture, see page 8.]
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A NOTE ON THE FRONTISPIECE DRAWING (PAGE 6)
The frontispiece drawing in our issue of September 1996 was from an unfamiliar source
and aroused much interest. So here is another, of the same provenance. It is taken from a
slim paperback booklet of Kipling's verse translated into Russian – published in Barnaul,
Russia, in 1994, by the Altai Region Youth Fund, for the Vstrecha newspaper.
The translator was K. Filatov, and the numerous illustrations, of which this is one, were
by a 14-year-old girl, Svetlana Kof. The poem which this drawing accompanied was "The
Ballad of East and West". Miss Kof has here taken certain liberties with the environment
described in the poem, but the scene is somewhere past the Tongue of Jagai, and "the length
and the breadth of that grisly plain is sown with Kamal's men." The Colonel's son,
seemingly a left-hander with the pistol, is in hot but unavailing pursuit of Kamal.
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EDITORIAL
A PROJECTED TV PROGRAMME
Members in the UK may care to note that Kipling will be the subject of
a forthcoming television presentation in the BBC's well known
'Omnibus' series. The directors of the programme are giving our Society
prominence – paying us the compliment of treating us as an effective
means of providing an informed approach to the topic. The Omnibus
camera team has attended one of our London meetings – that of last
November at which Dr Moore-Gilbert spoke on "Letters of Marque" –
and several of us have been separately interviewed in some depth; even
our printers in Kent, Michael Egan Associates, have been visited and
filmed in the act of producing an issue of the Kipling Journal.
Of course, what proportion of all this coverage will eventually appear
is uncertain: obviously most will be cut. But it will be worth watching
out for the programme, which is likely to be shown during the coming
summer. If before the June issue goes to press I get a clearer indication
of the intended date, I will report it then.
KIPLING'S IRISH GUARDS RE-PUBLISHED
When in 1923 Kipling's very individual contribution to the art of
regimental history, The Irish Guards in the Great War, appeared, it was
widely praised – hailed, in fact, as setting new standards. John Buchan,
reviewing the book for The Times, wrote that the Irish Guards "had been
so fortunate as to find their historian in the greatest living master of
narrative"; the book was "likely to endure as the fullest document of the
war-life of a British regiment, compiled by a man of genius . . ." Other
reviews were equally laudatory, the one in the Observer remarking that
"Mr Kipling has . . . ennobled a type of composition which literature has
scarcely hitherto made its own."
The Irish Guards was indeed a great accomplishment, produced with
infinite pains over the five years 1917-1922. It is a superb record,
dedicated in spirit to the commemoration of all that the regiment had
endured in the long attrition of trench warfare on the Western Front. It
bears the stamp of Kipling's style throughout, yet it is different in kind
from anything else he ever wrote. It was a tribute to the dead – including
of course Kipling's only son John, killed with the 2nd Battalion of the
Irish Guards at the disastrous Battle of Loos in 1915. Royalties from the
book went to a soldiers' widows' charity; and it was never included in
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the popular editions of Kipling's works. As the years passed, despite the
initial acclaim that had greeted it, The Irish Guards slipped into a state
of neglect, and was forgotten by the reading public.
However, last year there was an admirable development. An
enterprising agency, Pardoe Blacker Limited, with strong
encouragement from the Irish Guards themselves, and by arrangement
with the Spellmount publishing house, decided on a fresh edition of the
book. Kipling's two-volume text would be retained in full, but would be
introduced by an explanatory foreword and accompanied by numerous
contemporary photographs from the regimental archives.
This imaginative scheme has now borne fruit. Volume I (being the
record of the 1st Battalion throughout the War) appeared in January 1997
and received gratifyingly appreciative reviews. I warmly commend it: it
is finely produced and lavishly illustrated with previously unpublished
photographs and with maps. [Rudyard Kipling, The Irish Guards in the
Great War: The First Battalion, Spellmount, Staplehurst, Kent (1997);
ISBN 1-873376-72-3; 320 pages; £24.95.] Volume II, covering the 2nd
Battalion, is scheduled for September.
I have to 'declare an interest'. I had the privilege of writing the
foreword to the new edition. At 13 pages, it is quite long, but hardly long
enough to do justice to the writer, his style and his theme; and to explain
how, after the loss of his son, he came to undertake the task of writing
this history, and how he brought it to a movingly triumphant conclusion,
as (in one reviewer's words in 1923) "the prose epic of the British
infantry in France . . . probably the greatest of all war books".
Another, even more terrible, war has supervened since Kipling wrote
it, but its epic quality survives undiminished. As Alan Judd affirmed
when reviewing the new edition for the Sunday Telegraph of 26 January
1997, "It is heroic, and it should be read."

PETER HOPKIRK'S BOOK ABOUT KIM
In the Editorial of our last issue I briefly mentioned Peter Hopkirk's
fascinating Quest for Kim: In Search of Kipling's Great Game (John
Murray, 1996; 276 pages; illustrations; hardback, £15.99). I have now
read it twice, with keen enjoyment; and I strongly recommend it to all
who have found Kim absorbing, and have wondered how much
substance and factual truth lie beneath the surface of that astonishing
novel.
For Kim is a work of sustained inspiration; the veteran Bengali writer
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Nirad Chaudhuri has called it "the finest novel in the English language
with an Indian theme . . . great by any standards"; and Peter Hopkirk
describes its "intense luminescence, like that spilling out of a landscape
by Turner". One of its most striking qualities is the vivid evocativeness
of its descriptions: the reader visualises with such clarity the various
scenes depicted – the Lama's visit to the Wonder House at Lahore, the
encounter with the Sahiba on the Grand Trunk Road, Kim's
indoctrination at Lurgan Sahib's mysterious abode, the clash with the
foreign spies in the mountains, the help received from the Woman of
Shamlegh – that they remain in the mind's eye long afterwards.
This is a magical effect; and one of its consequences is to awaken
curiosity as to whether the leading characters in Kim were based on real
people, and whether the places described can be identified today.
Anyone who has enjoyed Kim and wondered about those questions
should welcome this new book, a literary detective story of great merit,
which supplies many answers; and should be glad that it was Peter
Hopkirk who undertook the quest. For one thing, he has as far as possible
been over the ground, supplementing his travels with very painstaking
research, and explaining his findings in a modest but convincing
manner; for another, he is an established authority, profoundly wellinformed on matters Central Asian, and most notably on all that pertains
to the Great Game – that protracted 19th-century contest between the
Russians and the British over the expansionism of Russia and the
defensibility of India – and he is predictably illuminating about the
Game as played in the pages of Kim.
He cannot solve all the problems he set himself: for instance the
location of Lurgan's (i.e. Jacob's) Simla premises remains obscure. But
he has produced a book which is a delight to read, and which for the
curious-minded will serve as a useful companion-volume to Kim.
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KIPLING'S "LETTERS OF MARQUE":
TRAVEL, GENDER AND IMPERIALISM
by BART MOORE-GILBERT

[This is the text of a perceptive, original and scholarly talk delivered at a meeting of the
Kipling Society in November 1996. It is a revealing study of aspects of "Letters of
Marque", a series of nineteen journalistic articles about Kipling's travels in Rajputana,
written for the Pioneer in 1887-88 and eventually collected in From Sea to Sea, and Other
Sketches.
The fashionable topic of 'gender' is central to Dr Moore-Gilbert's theme. He starts by
outlining the theory associated with two notable academic critics of today, Sara Mills and
Mary Louise Pratt, to the effect that in the 'colonial' context the approaches to travel
writing (or 'travelogue') tended to be heavily conditioned by the gender of the travel
writer. According to this theory, male writers were apt to be more power-oriented, and
certainly more sympathetic to the tenets of imperial domination, than their female
counterparts; and adopted certain postures, both in style and in content, that exemplified
their assertively male attitudes.
Dr Moore-Gilbert examines "Letters of Marque" with a closer and more analytic
attention than it has possibly ever received before, and concludes, persuasively, that at least
in those writings Kipling reveals himself as a marked exception to the rather sweeping
categorisations of feminist criticism. Dr Moore-Gilbert, himself a modern academic and a
fluent writer, who has made a special study of British writings of the Raj period, is
exceptionally well qualified to defend Kipling against too facile assumptions rooted in
current critical theory; and does so here with commendable objectivity, while
demonstrating that "Letters of Marque" is more subtle, nuanced and readable than its
somewhat neglected status might suggest.
He has contributed to the Kipling Journal before: in March 1996 we published an
interesting paper of his on "Cultural Transfer in Kipling's Writing", with particular
reference to that powerful story, "Beyond the Pale" [Plain Tales from the Hills]. He is a
lecturer in English at Goldsmiths College, London University, and is the author of Kipling
and "Orientalism" (Croom Helm, 1986); and has edited a number of volumes of critical
essays including, most recently, Writing India, 1757-1990: the Literature of British India
(Manchester University Press, April 1996) which includes two chapters on Kipling. – Ed.]

In this talk I approach a relatively unfamiliar part of Kipling's work from
what may seem a rather specialised angle; so I will spend a little time
explaining the contexts through which I will be interpreting "Letters of
Marque".
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Until the last decade or so, the history of the British Empire was often
approached as if it were pretty exclusively a male sphere of activity, in
which white women had, at best, walk-on parts, while all the best roles,
and lines, were reserved for men. There is certainly plenty of evidence
that this was, in fact, really the case. In most parts of the Empire, for most
of its history, the numbers of British men outweighed the population of
British women, and there were often wide imbalances in the ratios of
each sex – as many Kipling stories remind us.
These disparities were matched by the relative political insignificance
of western women as regards the conduct of imperial affairs. Since
British women did not receive the vote until 1918 – and then only a
proportion of them – it is arguable that for most of its history the British
Empire was ruled with little reference to the opinions of British women,
whether at home or overseas. Many colonial writers, furthermore,
tended to provide western women with what were, at best, marginal roles
in their narratives. As one female critic has complained, white women in
colonial literature tend to be allowed only passive roles, as "symbols of
home and purity; women as active participants can barely be conceived
of."1
Such complaints are easily corroborated. In Conrad's Heart of
Darkness for example, Kurtz's Intended is not even accorded the dignity
of a name; and both she and Marlow's aunt are represented as culpably
naive, even foolish, when it comes to appreciating the realities of
imperial rule. By contrast, those of you who are familiar with Rider
Haggard's King Solomon's Mines will remember that Allan Quatermain
boasts that there is "not a petticoat in the whole history !"2 This text, like
Kim indeed, is typical of so much colonial literature in being primarily
by, for and about men.

In recent years, however, there has been an increasing interest in the role
played by western women in the history of imperialism; which
consequently has come to seem both more significant and more
substantial than it used to do, particularly as a result of recent initiatives
in women's historiography. Relevant examples include Helen
Callaway's Gender, Culture and Empire (1987), Margaret Strobel's
European Women and the Second British Empire (1991) and Antoinette
Burton's Burdens of Empire (1995).
Similarly, women literary critics have made efforts in recent years to
recover and reconsider the considerable body of women's writing about
the Empire, which is in fact surprisingly long-established. One such
critic has argued that, as early as the 1830s, "a literature was emerging
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to create specifically female relationships to North European
expansionism, a female domestic subject of empire, and forms of female
authority in the contact zone [between western and non-western
cultures]."3
Among notable beneficiaries of this new critical focus are Lady Mary
Wortley Montagu, Aphra Behn and Olive Schreiner, each of whom has
been republished in important new editions, and each of whom is now
much more widely accepted than before as a classic writer – though it
should be noted that such revaluations do not rest exclusively on their
writings about empire.

A further symptom of these changes in the contemporary literary-critical
landscape has been a growing interest in the connection between
women's travel writing and colonial history. A number of recent works
address this connection from a specifically feminist perspective, two of
the most notable being Mary Louise Pratt's Imperial Eyes: Travel
Writing and Transculturation (1992) and Sara Mills's Discourses of
Difference: An Analysis of Women's Travel Writing and Colonialism
(1993).4
Such texts perform the enormously valuable service of reminding
their readers of the surprisingly large and rich corpus of women's travel
writing which was generated in the course of imperial history. More
contentiously perhaps, both of these critics argue that women's
travelogues in the colonial context are in many ways often radically
different from those of their male counterparts. In this respect these
critics are also fuelling a larger debate, in progress now for more than
two decades, over the general issue of how gender influences and
inflects the way that people write.
The differences between male and female colonial travel writing
which Pratt and Mills identify can be divided into three distinct but interconnecting categories. The first involves the political meanings, the
second the themes and subject matter, and the third the style of such
narratives. More than anything else, the novelty, excitement and
challenge represented by the works of critics like Pratt and Mills derives
from the distinctions they draw in respect of the first of these categories.
Indeed, it is the generally clear difference in political perspective
between male and female colonial travelogue which, arguably,
determines the differences in the other two areas.
Mills, for example, claims that women travel writers were "unable to
adopt the imperialist voice with the ease with which male writers did",
and were "less able to assert the 'truths' of British rule without
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qualification".5 Pratt's conclusions are broadly similar. In Anna
Falconbridge's Narrative of Two Voyages to the River Sierra Leone
(1802), for instance, she detects a "rhetoric of disbelief"6 which subverts
the strategy in comparable kinds of male travelogue to control or order,
even as they describe, the native people or country in question.
Similarly, Mary Kingsley's Travels in West Africa (1897), according to
Pratt, "seeks to separate mastery from domination, knowledge from
control".7 It is through analysis of many such figures that these critics
arrive at the general conclusion that many female travel writers, as Mills
puts it, "openly rejected the discourses of colonialism".8

Instead of the desire to (discursively) dominate the colonised land or
peoples which is characteristic of male colonial travel writing, Mills and
Pratt argue that the distinctive theme of its female equivalent is
"mastery" of the self through a process of self-realisation in an alien
cultural and geographical context, which provides neither the supports
nor the constraints of women's habitual roles in the metropolitan sphere.
Pratt asserts that "these women sought first and foremost to collect and
possess themselves."9
Both also suggest that because the motivation for female travellers
rarely tended to be participation in official or commercial projects of
discovery or survey, there is an equally distinctive thematic emphasis, in
their writing, on non-hierarchical relations with those who are met on the
way. It is little surprise to Mills, consequently, that sympathy for
colonised or subordinate peoples "does not occur in male travel writing
to the same extent".10 The distinction is especially marked in respect of
representations of the native female. In the travelogues of Maria Graham
and Flora Tristan, for instance, Pratt finds recurrent evidence of
sympathetic identification with women's groups as diverse as the
followers of the female military leader Dona Pencha in Tristan's case
and the all-women household which Graham visits in Valparaiso. Both
writers, according to Pratt, use the colonial context to "present idealized
worlds of female autonomy, empowerment and pleasure". 11

Moving from questions of thematic difference to the issue of style, Mills
and Pratt note a number of contrasts between male and female colonial
travelogue. For example, they argue that women writers rarely feminise
the lands and people they travel through, in the way their male
counterparts so often do. Because women often travelled for personal
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reasons, without specific tasks to accomplish, their travelogues are
generally 'plotted' centripetally rather than in the linear, goal-directed
mode characteristic of male writers.
Mills and Pratt also suggest that because women travellers are more
concerned with the inner life, their texts are more 'personalised' or
confessional (though in contrast to certain male writers they avoid
discussion of their sexual experiences while travelling). Consequently,
women's travelogue is marked by a relative avoidance of the kind of
'scientific' perspectives, and 'objective' or statistical descriptions,
which might be instrumentally useful to colonialism.
Indeed, Mills and Pratt suggest that women travellers favour
novelistic, and above all dramatic, modes – rather than documentary
forms favoured by male counterparts. One area in which this has been
marked is in the representation of local people met along the way. Such
figures are often presented in a 'dialogic' fashion, so that their points of
view are given due weight; indeed, according to Pratt, this technique
allows local forms of knowledge to challenge the normative western
forms in which the traveller is customarily immersed. Moreover,
because women travellers were more concerned with personal relations,
according to Mills, "women writers tended to concentrate on
descriptions of people as individuals, rather than on statements about the
race as a whole."12
However, perhaps the most important and striking stylistic distinction
is the rejection by women travel writers of the kind of 'heroic' narrative
persona characteristic of male travel writing, which these critics see as
determined by the need to assert authority, at both the personal and
political levels, so that the traveller can be seen, typically, as 'master of
the situation'. According to Mills, women's travelogue is "often
modified by disclaimers and by humorous interventions"13 which are
generally absent in its male equivalent.
By comparison, Pratt detects a general absence in women's travel
writing of certain 'tropes' which recur in its male equivalent, such as
"promontory descriptions".14 By this, Pratt means the taking up of a
position, usually on some elevation or promontory, whereby the
narrative gaze "possesses" the territory or peoples being travelled
through. She concludes: "It is hard to think of a trope more decisively
gendered than the monarch-of-all-I-survey scene."15
Pratt also finds women's travelogues less prone to the technique of
"verbal painting", whereby sheer density of description simultaneously
catalogues or inventories the material resources of the country being
traversed. Mary Kingsley is, for Pratt, typical of many female travellers
insofar as she "creates value by decisively and rather fiercely rejecting
the textual mechanisms that created value in the discourse of her male
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predecessors: fantasies of dominance and possession, [verbal]painting
that is simultaneously a material inventory."16

In certain respects, the frameworks elaborated by Mills and Pratt do
illuminate "Letters of Marque" in interesting ways. In terms of its
political perspectives, the text certainly endorses British imperialism
insofar as it implies that before the arrival of the British, Rajputana was
continuously torn by war [Letter II, page 9: see Note 17] and that its
present prosperity is largely due to the influence of British Political
Agents, or the "hat-marked caste" of seconded civil servants. There is at
least one damning comparison of the Princely States with British India,
[XIX, p 159], and the views of what Pratt might call the "capitalist
vanguard" about the potential for greater economic exploitation of
British India are seriously considered.
In terms of subject matter, "Letters of Marque" also conforms in some
respects to the model elaborated by Mills and Pratt. There is plenty of
historical material, much of which is taken from Tod's Annals of
Rajasthan (1821); and political and economic analysis in the
"documentary" or "scientific" mode. Mills and Pratt are also partly
corroborated in terms of their arguments about style. As Kipling's use of
narrative personae throughout the text indicates, very little of Kipling
himself is revealed directly – indeed he is never described or addressed
by his real name. 18 And there is at least one notable example [XIV, p 118]
of the "mastering gaze" that Pratt sees as characteristic of male
travelogue.
Moreover, while the native Indian is generally represented very
sympathetically, and is often engaged in conversation, supporting
Kipling's claim to have (characteristically) listened to "the voice of the
city – not in the main roads, but in the little side-alleys where the stallless bull blocks the path" [IV, p 26], his speech is – with the important
exception of Ram Baksh – usually reported indirectly. By contrast, the
whites whom Kipling meets are often allowed to speak directly for
themselves. On the rare occasions that the Indian female is mentioned,
moreover, she is usually depicted in stereotypical terms, as the romantic
heroine of sati or, in the case of the dancing girl at the end of the
narrative, as the object of male desire common in male travelogue.

Productive and forceful though the arguments of Mills and Pratt often
are, it nonetheless seems to me that they at times rely on an overly neat
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schematisation of the differences between male and female travelogue
(and, perhaps, encourage dangerous kinds of discrimination between
writing by men and women more generally). Of the two critics, Mills has
the more fixed and dichotomising vision of these distinctions. Despite
her claim that "I have been careful in this book not simply to consider
women's writing in isolation"19, many of her arguments in fact rest on
quite sweeping statements about male travel writing, with little real
evidence to back up her assertions.
What I want to undertake in the rest of this talk is a more detailed
consideration of "Letters of Marque" in the context of the connections
between travel writing, gender and colonialism elaborated by both Mills
and Pratt. My main claim is that the more it can be shown that Kipling's
narrative includes characteristics each of these critics ascribes to
women's travelogue, the more one must draw one of two conclusions:
either Mills and Pratt's general thesis is vulnerable, or Kipling is an
important exception to the conventions of male colonial travelogue.

If one begins with the political perspectives of Kipling's text, it is
quickly evident that "Letters of Marque" does not simply affirm the
legitimacy of imperialism in the way which Mills and Pratt see as
generally characteristic of contemporary male travelogue. Significantly,
most such instances of endorsement are in the last Letter, as 'Kipling'
prepares to return to British India. Until the last few pages, the political
positioning of the narrative persona is much more ambiguous.
In the first place, this is because 'Kipling' not only explicitly disavows
any 'official' aspect to his journey, but in fact sets up his account as a
kind of counter-knowledge to the official wisdom represented by the
"dry records" [VII, p 53] of governmental thinking about Rajputana.
What 'Kipling' calls his "perverse taste for low company" [II, p 12] is
indulged in part precisely to "understand something of matters which are
not written in [such] reports". [XII, p 91]
More significantly, his account of the political management of the
Princely States is generally positive, and in this respect in striking
contrast to his representation of such territories in some of his fiction,
notably The Naulahka. Jeypore, for instance, is presented as the equal of
any British-administered municipality, in terms of public services and
amenities. Indeed, the Ram Newas Gardens [IV, p 27] "rank with the best
in Paris"; the water-supply and hospital induce in 'Kipling' paroxysms
of envy, and the museum [V, p 30] is "a rebuke to all other Museums in
India from Calcutta downwards".
Most notably, the portraits which 'Kipling' provides of the rulers of
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both Udaipur and Boondi stress their hard work and modest habits – in
sharp contradiction of the stereotype of profligate, incompetent and
brutal despotism which animates much western writing about the East,
from Montesquieu onwards. Indeed, in all the States he visits, 'Kipling'
emphasises the rulers' prudent management of resources; typical is
Jodhpur with its "large and genuine surplus", for which its Maharajah
"deserves great credit". [XII, p 92]
At the same time – somewhat paradoxically perhaps – the narrator
empathises with those of the Princely States which have rejected the
nineteenth-century model of modernisation and progress which, in
many eyes, legitimised imperialism. While he is on the one hand
exasperated by the failure of Jodhpur to embrace western regimes of
sanitation, his descriptions of Udaipur and Boondi constitute a latent
critique of the development represented by Jeypore, which is described
[IV, p 24] as a "nickel-plated civilisation set down under the immemorial
Aravallis".
The ruler of Udaipur is described [VII, p 44] as "wise in his
determination to have no railroad to his capital". Boondi, similarly, has
"no foolish Municipality" to regulate its growth. Its untempered
traditionalism in fact makes Boondi the narrator's favourite place on his
travels; he had "fallen in love with Boondi the beautiful, and believed
that he would never again see anything half so fair" [XVIII, p 156].
Consequently, as he moves on to Deoli, it is no real surprise that, despite
his sudden reversion, in the last Letter of the series, to conventional
estimations of the superiority of British India, the narrator also finds
"altogether detestable" [XIX, p 159] the first signs of a return to
"civilisation".
This ambivalence over the competing claims of traditionalism and
modernisation underlies Kipling's contradictory treatment of the
'manners and customs' of the States he travels through. Thus the
religious decoration in the Jugdesh Temple is viewed as an art form of
"wearying profusion", the architectural style being one of "no repose",
its "entire effect" being "one of repulsion" [VII, p 48] – a sample of what
is later termed "the unholiness of Hindu art" [XI, p 82]; while the
narrator's reaction to a frieze near the Padal Pol at Chitor [XI, p 78] is
that it is "finely and frankly obscene".
"Letters of Marque" in fact characteristically expresses the relativism
which is so often found in Kipling's fictional treatments of Indian
culture, too. At one moment, for example, he attempts to understand sati
"from the Rajput point of view" [VIII, p 55]. On many occasions he
praises India's traditional arts – especially its architecture – and even its
scientific achievement [V, p 34]; and his narrative displays clearly
respectful knowledge of the ancient Hindu religious texts [e.g. V, p 32].
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India's heritage at times inspires him with a disorienting sense of the
callowness or shallowness of the civilisation he represents. It is for this
reason that when leaving Boondi Palace [XVII, pp 149-50], he "began
to understand why Boondi does not encourage Englishmen". This
relativism extends to the text's treatment of political issues, too. For
example, 'Kipling' comments [VII, p 47] that Udaipur "governs itself in
its own way, and is, always in its own way, which is by no means ours,
very happy."

It is also evident that "Letters of Marque" is characterised by many of the
stylistic features which Mills and Pratt attribute to female travelogue.
'Kipling', of course, is on holiday, and [I, p 3] proceeds "with no more
definite plan of travel than has the horse, escaped from pasture, free upon
the countryside". The text recurrently celebrates the lack of clear goals,
for example when 'Kipling' returns to Ajmir and wonders where to go
next [XII, p 90]: "The Englishman set his stick on end, and it fell with its
point North-west as nearly as might be."
This freedom is reflected in the form of "Letters of Marque", which is
more centripetal, or circular, than linear. The narrative is often
interrupted by such formulae as: "And here follows a digression," [VII,
p 49], or: "Follows an interlude," [X, p 74]. These lead, in apparently
arbitrary and random fashion, to descriptions of various things which
have captured the narrator's interest – whether horse-flesh, a cottonpress, the loafer's life, or pig-shooting.
Like the women travellers whom Pratt and Mills address, moreover,
Kipling favours fictional modes as much as documentary ones. The text
is described early on as "this story" [I, p 4], and later on as "this fiction"
[XI, p 87]. In some respects the episodic nature of the narrative might be
likened to a series of vignettes, even short stories. Throughout the
narrative, 'Kipling' assumes a third-person persona, presenting himself
not as real-life citizen Kipling (he is never addressed by name), but as
"the Englishman". On one occasion [IV, p 26] he is "the masquerader";
on another he takes on the role of an Anglo-Indian Cockney on holiday.
Most of the characters he meets, such as Ram Baksh, are presented
novelistically, in terms which stress their personal idiosyncrasies and
peculiarities, rather than in the detached mode of sober ethnography. As
one would expect of Kipling, the descriptive language is often highly
literary, too, as in the evocation of a road [XV, p 125] which "struck
boldly into hills with all their teeth on edge, that is to say, their strata
breaking across the road in little ripples", or the description of Fate
[XVII, p 145], "who is always giving nuts to those who have no teeth".
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There are many other ways in which "Letters of Marque" deviates from
the models elaborated by Mills and Pratt. To a considerable degree,
'Kipling' rejects the authority of the 'scientific' mode of travelogue in
the manner of women travel writers. At moments, he challenges the
authority of conventional guide books – such as the one which describes
Chitor – for confining themselves to dry documentation of externals.
Before leaving Chitor [XI, p 85], 'Kipling' comments that "he had
overlooked the gathering-in of materials for an elaborate statistical,
historical, geographical account." He recurrently makes a virtue of his
refusal of the role of 'masterful guide'. He is up-front about his
ignorance of local history and dialects [e.g. IV, p 25; and VII, p 48].
The text's refusal of authority is also evident in an occasional evasion
of the primary function of a travelogue – to provide descriptions of the
country being travelled through. Far from exemplifying the
'inventorising' technique of 'verbal painting' which Pratt alludes to,
"Letters of Marque" is recurrently afflicted by a kind of writer's block.
This trope is introduced in the first Letter [I, p 6] where, after seeing the
Taj Mahal, 'Kipling' concludes: "It is certain that no man can in cold
blood and colder ink set down his impressions if he has been in the least
moved." Elsewhere, he expresses a determination to "evade insulting,
by pen and ink, a scene as lovely, wild, and unmatchable as any that
mortal eyes have been privileged to rest upon". [XI, p 87; compare XI,
pp 78-9; and XVII, p 141]

Perhaps most importantly, "Letters of Marque" also eschews the mode
of heroic adventurism, in the manner which Mills and Pratt argue is
typical of female travel writing. One good example is the description of
the humiliations endured on the journey to Udaipur; when the mail tonga
breaks down, the narrator is abandoned in the middle of the desert at
night while the driver seeks help. Kipling's narrative persona protests
[VI, pp 41-2] "in what was intended to be a very terrible voice, but the
silence soaked it up and left only a thin trickle of sound, that any one who
touched the [mail] bags would be hit with a stick, several times, over the
head."
'Kipling' in fact often stresses his passivity and physical impotence,
rather than his capability as an imperial actor. Thus he has to be rescued
from his humiliating predicament by the thakur who is following behind
in a crowded carriage, which only reluctantly stops to pick him up. This
prefigures new indignities: "When men desired him to move, they
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prodded him with the handles of tulwars till they had coiled him into an
uneasy lump. Then they slept upon him, or cannoned against him as the
tonga bumped." [VI, p 42]
Once the narrator arrives in Udaipur, his interest in the manufacture of
locally-made swords is rewarded by the contemptuous reaction of the
dealer, and the riotous laughter of curious children – the clear
implication being that he is not manly enough to carry a weapon. The
lack of stereotypically proper imperial 'manliness' is stressed again in
the marvellously deflating treatment of the trope of the big-game hunt –
a feature of so much male colonial travel writing. Confessing "a wellfounded dread of the hinder, or horse, end of a double-barrelled .500
Express which would be sure to go off both barrels together" [IX, p 63],
the narrator takes "a gunless seat in the background" at the pig hunt.
From this detached position, he stresses the cruel mis-match between the
quarry and the hunters' arsenal of guns; and subverts their vainglorious
conception of their skill and marksmanship.

Two characteristics of "Letters of Marque" in particular contribute to
this subversion of the persona of the heroic imperial actor. The first is
the considerable amount of humour – much of it deliberately selfdeprecating. For instance, the narrator's pitiful defiance over the
mail-bags is made ludicrous by earlier descriptions of the typically burly
and heavily-armed local Rajputs. His discomfiture with the recalcitrant
she-elephant in Chitor, and his impotent rage with indifferent
officialdom in Boondi, also illustrate this element of the narrative.
Equally subversive of the persona of the heroic adventurer, by
contrast, is the narrator's recurrent admission of real anxiety. The desert
wastes around Udaipur are not presented as an opportunity to display
virtues like endurance or self-mastery; instead, 'Kipling' confesses, the
wilderness inspires in him "unreasoning fear" [VI, p 42].
The most notable example of such discomfiture occurs in the
narrator's descent from the panorama at the top of Chitor Palace to the
Gau-Mukh pool (an experience later re-worked in The Naulahka), where
a sensation of the uncanny, "an apprehension of great evil", reduces him
to a quivering wreck: "In defence, it may be urged that there is moral,
just as much as there is mine, choke-damp." [XI, p 84]
At such moments, far from exemplifying the all-surveying and allcontrolling 'promontory gaze' which Pratt describes as the characteristic
trope by which the desire for mastery is expressed in male travelogue,
Kipling himself becomes the pitiable object of the reader's gaze. At
other points, moreover, he is disempowered by the gaze of supposedly
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inferior Indian subjects: "All Palaces in India, excepting dead ones, such
as that of Amber, are full of eyes. In some . . . the idea of being watched
is stronger than in others. In Boondi Palace it was overpowering . . ."
[XVII, pp 149-50]

To conclude: "Letters of Marque" suggests that the distinctions between
male and female travel writing are often far less clear-cut than
contemporary feminist critics sometimes imply. This suggests the
legitimacy of the disquiet felt by some other feminist critics such as Jane
Miller, who writes that "one charge against feminism which it has not
always been easy to counter has concerned its tendencies to essentialism
and its favouring of solutions which disregard differences between
women and similarities between women and men."20
But if my analysis of "Letters of Marque" suggests that some recent
discussion of the difference between male and female versions of
colonial textuality needs some modification, it also invites
reconsideration of the meanings of Kipling's journalism more generally.
(Like so much of Kipling's early work, this text was first published in
instalments in the press for which he worked.) Such work has been
dismissed by another recent feminist practitioner of what has come to be
known (in academic circles at least) as colonial discourse analysis,
Benita Parry (whose work will be well known to many members of the
Kipling Society), as a classic instance of propaganda on behalf of British
rule in India. "Kipling's journalism", she argues, "made a major
contribution to the text of the Raj, working within and extending existing
representations by vilifying the customs and manners of contemporary
India."21
Such a judgment seems to me to be very wide of the mark – at least as
far as "Letters of Marque" is concerned, because it fails to recognise the
nuanced and ambivalent nature of Kipling's representations of the
Princely States and also, by implication, of British India. In his travel
writing, as in so much of the rest of his work, Kipling resists being so
easily pigeon-holed. This is a tribute not just to the sophistication of his
narrative technique which is once again evident in this travelogue (it's
astonishing to think that "Letters of Marque" was written when Kipling
was twenty-one to twenty-two), but to the genuine complexity that
characterised his vision of Indian affairs. •
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SEVENTY YEARS AGO
EXTRACTS FROM THE KIPLING JOURNAL OF MARCH 1927
Thanks largely to the efforts of Mr J.H.C. Brooking, the Kipling Society
was founded in February 1927, and the first issue of the Kipling Journal
appeared in the following month. It was a fairly ambitiously produced
36-page magazine, bound in red card, liberally decorated with the Hindu
emblem of the swastika (which Kipling had adopted, and which he
continued to use until it became the symbol of Nazi Germany, when he
rejected it).
The first issue contained various articles, including recollections of
Kipling's schooldays at Westward Ho! by General Dunsterville
('Stalky') and G.C. Beresford ('M'Turk'); a piece by Brooking on
Kipling as a political prophet; and a note by General Sir George
MacMunn on Kipling's characterisation of the Irish soldier in India.
Now, to mark our seventieth anniversary, we are reprinting two items,
as follows.

1. ACCOUNT OF THE SOCIETY'S INAUGURAL MEETING

4 February 1927
The Committee Room of the Royal Automobile Club, Pall Mall, was
chosen for this function, and the following of the Founder Members
attended: Sir George MacMunn (who was elected to the Chair), Lady
Cunynghame, Mr. G.C. Beresford (M'Turk), Capt. Guy Nickalls,
Mr. A. Corbett-Smith and Mr. J.H.C. Brooking.
Mr. Brooking tabled letters from most of the other Founder Members,
regretting their absences through various causes, mostly illnesses and
Continental holidays, and wishing success in the floating of the Society.
Sir George MacMunn explained how the need for such a Society had
been felt by many people, that it would have been formed long before but
for the aversion that the man, in whose honour the Society was now
being formed, had to its formation, at least during his lifetime.
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Now, however, the public had been sounded through the Press and as
there seemed to be an enthusiastic desire for such a Society, he felt that
they were but doing their duty in coming together formally to inaugurate
it in the name of one whose writings combined the best of literature with
the noblest patriotism.
It was moved and unanimously agreed:
That the Kipling Society be formed.
That Maj. Gen. L.C. Dunsterville be elected President.
That all Founder Members be elected Vice Presidents.
That the Executive Committee be composed of the following: Lord
Burnham (Chairman), Mrs. G.H. Bell, O.B.E., G.C. Beresford, Esq., Lord
Colwyn, P.C, Maj. A. Corbett-Smith, Cap. Guy Nickalls, B.A.
That Sir George MacMunn be elected Hon. Treasurer.
That Mr. J.H.C. Brooking be elected Hon. Secretary.
It was also agreed to send the following Marconigram to Rudyard
Kipling, on R.M.S. Andes, en route to Rio:
"Honoured to advise that Kipling Society formed at founders'
meeting to-day, officers elected, rules drawn, papers offered, and
hundreds applications membership tabled. We send respectful
greetings to yourself and Mrs. Kipling."
which was signed by the Founders, and was due to reach Mr. Kipling on
the following morning.
Various matters of procedure were also discussed, and the draft Rules,
founded on the Rules of the Dickens Fellowship, were left for discussion
by the Executive Council.

2. POEM, "TO RUDYARD KIPLING"

by Regina Miriam Bloch
There is no lute within the human heart
Which stayeth mute to thine inspired art.
There is no rose within the questing brain
Which bloweth not in thine enchanted fane.
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Old Kings and heroes, beasts and bards;
As Serendib his coloured shards
Bore through charmed Arabian Nights,
So dost thou shine on us with lights
Plucked from thy vivid altar-fire,
Till purple glories of far Tyre,
Th' Orient East, forgotten lords,
The clash of hosts and jungle-hordes,
Bluff sailors faring down the Seas,
Keen warriors and armouries,
Green Sussex downs, rich spice of Hind,
All these, thy Himalayan mind
In its superb creative throes
Yields as some soma of the snows . . .
They tell that Orpheus is gone
And how the pipes of Pan are done.
That no exquisite music thrills
The vernal woods and silver hills.
That the Olympians rest deep
In lotus dream; blank ages sleep
Unbroken to Eternities:
O, these false, lying prophecies
Whilst England boasts thy bardic flame
And thine untrammelled magic name
Is with us as a living sign!
All human and yet half divine
Thy wit, thy song, thy fantasy
Light beacons which will never die.
So long as men commune with men
Their lips will shrine thy lyric pen.
So long as we have eyes to see,
Thy temple of Humanity
Will rear from Britain's royal sod
To draw us nearer to our God.

[May I draw readers' attention to a notice by the Secretary, on page 33,
about the availability of back issues of the Kipling Journal. – Ed.]
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SOME VERSE PARODIES
FROM THE SPECTATOR
Every week the Spectator magazine sets for its readers a competition of a literary kind – in
due course publishing the winning entries and awarding prizes. In November 1996, the
theme for Competition No 1962 related specifically to the Kipling Society, for the simple
reason that we had been receiving some press publicity in Britain on account of the
severance of our relationship with Brown's Hotel: in short, we had had to stop using its
Kipling Room for our meetings – a room to which we had formerly enjoyed access gratis
on a good will basis — because the hotel's new proprietors decided to impose a fee for it far
beyond our means to pay. (This subject was covered in our December 1996 issue at pages
9 and 48-49).
The Spectator invited competitors to submit a poem, in the style of either Kipling
himself or one of his contemporaries, deploring the attitude of the hotel's proprietors in this
regard. It is almost needless to say that the Kipling Society had no responsibility for the
choice of this theme: mindful of past favours, we were not at all inclined to enter into
recriminations with the hotel – which was of course entitled to charge us what it chose.
However, the wit and vigour manifested in the five prize-winning entries to the
competition, as published in the Spectator dated 14-21 December, were such that it seemed
a pity not to draw these effusions, on literary grounds, to the notice of our readers.
I accordingly asked permission, first of the Spectator, and then of each of the five
winners separately, to reprint these entries in the Kipling Journal. Permission was readily
forthcoming, for which I am very grateful. Here are the five poems. No 1 was singled out
in the Spectator for special mention; the others are placed in alphabetical order.
Incidentally, four of the five are parodies of Kipling's style; but No 3 echoes "Antichrist",
G.K. Chesterton's amusing satire directed against F.E. Smith, Lord Birkenhead. – Ed.

No 1 – by Dominica Roberts
We wanders into Brown's Hotel to meet and drink a beer;
Granada Group they up and sez, "We wants no poets 'ere,
Nor lit'ry folks a-talking of some dead old geezer's verse,
Leastways unless you've got a deal of money in your purse."
Oh, it's "Chaucer, out" and "Keats, get lost" and "Coleridge, 'ere's
yer coat"
But it's " 'Ow are you, dear Shelley?" when they wants you to
emote
Or needs a Villanelle, lads, or a fine poetic quote,
Yes, it's "Thank you, Mr Shakespeare" when they wants a sonnet
wrote.
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We asks the barmaid most polite to mix a gin and lime,
She giggles fit to bust and sez, "You should've spoke in rhyme,
We've got no use in here for toffs what reads old-fashioned books,"
And a bouncer chucks us out wiv ill-bred words and ugly looks.
Oh, it's "Wordsworth, on yer bike" and "Matthew Arnold, 'it the
road" –
Until they needs a ballade or a pome in epic mode,
Then it's "Dearest Mr Milton" and "The 'orrid cost be blowed",
Yes, it's "Tennyson, we luvs yer" when they're desperate for an
ode.
No 2 – by Mary Holtby
Where went the decent Brown's of old?
Where will these upstarts draw the line?
Shall ancient privilege be sold
To boost some tawdry Philistine?
Insulted ghost, O haunt them yet,
Let them repent, let them regret!
The Old White Queen, the Widow, dies,
The Rajahs and the Raj depart,
But still our poet's pen supplies
True wisdom for the human heart.
O honoured ghost, be with us yet:
Let them forbid, we'll not forget.

No 3 – by Noel Petty
You've been swallowed by Granada,
Have you, Brown?
And they work their assets harder,
Do they, Brown?
Still, although the pace is crippling
And some dead wood had to go,
Did you have to pick on Kipling
To enliven your cash-flow?
In the room where Kim gives place to
Admen who can meet your bill,
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Will you really have the face to
Use the name of Kipling still?
Were the poets too obtrusive?
Did they make the bankers frown?
And you still think you're exclusive?
Chuck it, Brown!

No 4 – by Basil Ransome-Davies
There's a story that they tell of a room at Brown's Hotel
Where the ghosts of time-served squaddies walk at night.
They're a legion of the lost who've already paid the cost,
And they get the room buckshee, that's only right.
But the nobs with the cigars who ride in big and fancy cars
And can talk the hind leg off a Brahmin cow
Don't believe in Tommy's ghost, it's the cash that matters most,
So the PBI must stump up anyhow.
Did we charge for shedding blood in a sea of Flanders mud?
Were we cost-effective out in the Sudan?
Were we showered with Caesar's gold, mustered-out, alone and old,
On the streets, without a job or pension plan?
There's a bugle-haunted room where men swap memories of
Khartoum
And pass around the Pasha cigarettes
And think of how they died – not for profit, just for pride –
And know there'll be no settlement of debts.

No 5 – by O. Smith
When England 'ad a Empire and the maps was coloured red
Old Kiplin' knew the lingo and the words that sodgers said;
Now all the ghosts of all the men that Kiplin' uster know
Looks down from 'eaven in agony to see a deed so low.
The room that bears 'is moniker is rented out for 'ire
To them as keeps 'is faith alive an' fans 'is sacred fire;
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For wot was give 'em as their right each time they met at Brown's
They'll 'ave ter pay the princely sum of just four-fifty poun's.
The old firm 'ere was 'appy just to let 'em in for free;
They rather would 'ave shot theirselves than ask 'em for a fee
As they gathered there together to commemorate an' praise
The man that spoke fer England an' upheld 'er English ways.
A curse on yer, Granada, an' yer 'ateful foreign name;
You don't respeck tradition an' treats everyfing the same,
You've never heard of Kipling or the British bulldog breed;
The only fing you cares for is yer bloomin' filthy greed.

SOCIETY NOTICES
FROM THE SECRETARY
[See also the Announcements on page 5]

A 'DAY-SCHOOL' AT BATEMAN'S ON 15 MAY

The National Trust has arranged a 'day-school' at Bateman's, Burwash,
for Thursday 15 May 1997, entitled The Genius of Rudyard Kipling. The
programme will include illustrated lectures, a tour of the house, and a
gentle 'Puck walk'.
The tutor will be myself, the Society's Secretary, Michael Smith.
Bookings can be made by phoning Bateman's, (01435) 882302. The cost
will be in the region of £7. A picnic lunch is envisaged.

CELEBRATION OF THE SOCIETY'S SEVENTIETH ANNIVERSARY

1. A FACT FILE

A number of initiatives have been accepted by Council, to mark the
seventieth anniversary of the Kipling Society this year. In order to raise
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awareness of Kipling's life and work, especially among younger people,
the Society is proposing to publish a file of information, well illustrated
by photographs and facsimiles. I should be delighted to send details of
the outline of our ideas to any member who might wish to be associated
with the project, and perhaps to contribute material for it.
The whole file would be contained in an attractively produced
laminated folder. It could be sold – perhaps 'at cost' – to schools or
individual pupils. It might also have a wider appeal, and be sold at
specific outlets or through bookshops. We would hope that it might
receive some publicity in the educational press.

2. A SPECIAL LUNCH IN LONDON

Another social element in our anniversary year will be a Lunch, to be
held at Kiplings Indian Restaurant, Highgate, London N6, on Saturday
21 June 1997. The owners proudly exhibit their allegiance to Kipling's
works, which are on display, together with some interesting photographs; and promise that they offer the authentic tastes of the Raj.
Members who have tested the cuisine agree that the food is superb. We
are able to benefit from the usual menu at a special price of about £10.
For those with surplus energy, after the meal there will be a walk across
Hampstead Heath to Burgh House, the one-time home of Kipling's
daughter, Elsie Bambridge.
This unusual event should prove most enjoyable: members wishing to
take part are asked to let me know well in advance if they, and their
guests, hope to join the party: my address is given on the last page of this
issue, and my telephone and fax number on page 4. Covers are limited to
eighty, so an early indication of intent would be greatly appreciated: full
details will then be sent.

THE INTERNET

Members with access to the Internet will be interested to learn that the
Society now appears on a web site page, in association with the Grange
Museum and Art Gallery run by the Rottingdean Preservation Society.
The entry is found under http://www.kipling.org.uk

•I
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BACK ISSUES OF THE KIPLING JOURNAL

Further to the recent editorial announcement (December 1996, page 11),
most of the sorting of our back issues has now been done. Unfortunately
the distribution is very patchy indeed, with no back issues at all of some
numbers, few of others, and quite sizeable stocks of the remainder.
Members wishing to purchase back issues are asked to let me know of
their wants, and I will then be able to say if they can be met – and what
the costs involved are. Because the earlier numbers are the most sought
after owing to their scarcity, a price differential will be applied. Prices
range between £1, £2, £3 and £5 per copy, although a discount will be
offered for orders of more than ten issues. In addition, unless members
wish to collect their copies from Rottingdean, postage and packing will
be charged.

A GIFT TO THE SOCIETY

We have received a delightful gift from Mrs Julie Stow of West
Wittering, specifically for display in the Kipling Room at The Grange in
Rottingdean. It is a copy of Sea and Sussex (London, Macmillan, 1926),
a collection of Kipling's verses illustrated with charming colour prints
by Donald Maxwell (1877-1936). What makes this special is that it is
autographed by Kipling.
It bears also an additional leaf, inscribed: "This book was auctioned by
me at Birling Gap, Sussex, on behalf of the Seven Sisters Preservation
Fund." It is signed, "Alan J. Cobham", and dated 24th October 1926. Sir
Alan Cobham, K.B.E., A.F.C. (1894-1973) was a famous pioneer aviator,
and he had presumably persuaded Kipling to provide the autographed
copy. The Society is really indebted to Mrs Stow for her generosity.

AND A LEGACY

We are also most grateful to have received a collection of ten letters
written by Kipling to Colonel W.H. Lewis, D.S.O., M.C, between 1905
and 1936. Presented by his son, Major T.S. Lewis, in memory of his
father, the letters deal with matters of mutual interest, from artillery and
cars to the "interesting maniacs" of the Royal Flying Corps. The last
letter, dated January 1st 1936, shortly before Kipling's death, contains,
poignantly, an invitation to Bateman's for the Spring – which could not
be taken up.
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There were a number of other letters in the original collection, but
these were unfortunately destroyed by enemy action in the Second
World War. The surviving letters, which belong to the Society, are now
held in ideal conditions with the Kipling Papers in the University of
Sussex. Facsimiles can be seen in our own Library in City University,
and in the Kipling Room at The Grange, Rottingdean.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[I am glad to receive letters intended for publication. However, since more
are received than can in practice be printed, I must be selective, and reserve
– unless expressly told otherwise – the usual right to shorten a letter. In
some cases it may be possible for the text, and/or enclosures, to be
summarised under "Points from Other Letters". My address is given on the
penultimate page of this issue. – Ed.]

"ON THE GATE"
From Mr J. West, The Glebe House, Whitestone, near Exeter, Devon EX4 2LF

Dear Sir,
I would be interested to learn of any further background there may be
to the objections of Mrs Kipling to the publication of "On the Gate: A
Tale of '16", as referred to in the Notes to Debits and Credits in the
Penguin Classics edition (page 308).
Presumably these objections were overcome some time after May
1918.
I am interested because Judas has always been the "scapegoat" of
general Christian guilt; and those who think he was forgiven – or could
be – are small in number; but R.K. was evidently among them.
Yours very truly
JOHN WEST
[Judas Iscariot indeed features conspicuously in that story, and is described –
humorously in one instance – working hard to redeem fellow-sinners. – Ed.]
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"THE LEARNED LIPSIUS"
From Sir George Engle, K.C.B., Q.C., 32 Wood Lane, Highgate, London N6 5UB

Dear Sir,
I am writing in answer to Mrs M.N.H. Short's enquiry (December
1996, page 60). The source of M'Turk's question, '"Who at the age of
four' – that chap?", (prompted by Beetle's mentioning "the learned
Lipsius" about whom Mr King "always jaws"), can only be the
following passage in Lipsius's autobiography, which is written in very
straightforward Latin.
Lipsius writes that he was born at Isque, three miles from Brussels,
and was brought up there, not without twice running into dangers that he
thought would be the end of him. He continues:
At the age of four, I had gone outdoors to relieve a call of nature. It
was midwinter, and I saw some snow that had been swept up so as
to form a small mountain on either side of the road. I tried to climb
one of these, but fell face-downwards and could no longer breathe;
and I would have suffocated if the maidservant who was sweeping
a bit further off had not fortunately seen me and saved me by helping
me to my feet.
The second time was when workmen were repairing the house, and
I was playing among their scaffolding and other gear. I fell from a
height of fifteen feet, as did my companion, who broke his leg,
whereas I suffered only slight injury to my head and left ear. My
guardian angel saved me, for I hung suspended from a scaffolding
pole by my silk belt until the moment when it freed itself and I fell
– but the impact was reduced.
[L'Autobiographie de Juste Lipse, publiée, avec une traduction
française et des notes, par Paul Bergmans (Gant, 1889), pp 14-17
(my translation).]
I take it that King was fond of repeating these anecdotes, and that
Stalky and Co. had heard them many times. I suppose King might have
used the passage as a "Latin unseen", as being easy to construe and likely
to amuse his pupils.
Yours sincerely
GEORGE ENGLE
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NURSES AND THE IRRELEVANCE OF RACE
From Mr Shamus O.D. Wade, 37 Davis Road, Acton, London W3 7SE

Dear Sir,
As a member of the Kipling Society for more years than I care to
remember, a member of the Labour Party (which I joined in 1948), and
the husband (still perpetually surprised at my good luck) of a West
Indian lady for thirty-something years, may I ask that you print the
splendid parody of Kipling's "Gunga Din" which appeared in the
Sunday Telegraph of 1 December 1996.
Yours sincerely
SHAMUS WADE

[The background to Mr Wade's request is as follows. In November 1996, Diane Abbott, a
black Labour M.P. in London, publicly deplored the recruitment to Homerton Hospital in
her multi-racial Hackney constituency of some "blonde, blue-eyed Finnish" nurses. Given
Ms Abbott's known views on racism, her statement was widely regarded as ill-judged, and
it received much predictable attention from the media.
The parody of "Gunga Din" to which Mr Wade alludes is a clever poem by 'Peter
Pindar', appositely entitled "Sisters Under The Skin" – itself of course a Kipling
quotation. It was published very soon after the Abbott incident, and it eloquently rebuts the
racial prejudice inherent in her quoted remarks, albeit the rebuttal is couched in demotic
terms of a certain crudity. (In that last respect, it is worth recalling that a century ago some
of Kipling's most effective verse, in the vernacular idiom of private soldiers, was viewed
by refined critics as vulgar: it was not the less true to life.)
I duly asked the Editor of the Sunday Telegraph for permission to reprint the poem in the
Kipling Journal. I am glad to say this was granted, so here is the text – with appreciative
acknowledgment to the newspaper and to the poet, 'Peter Pindar'. – Ed.]

SISTERS UNDER THE SKIN
You can tell yer Diane Abbott
(With 'er rabbit, rabbit, rabbit
About blooming blue-eyed Finns with long blonde 'air)
That I'm lyin' 'ere in 'omerton
With a bleedin' great catheter on,
And it's nice to call a nurse who might be there.
If I'm wantin' to be fed,
Or I've gone and s—t the bed,
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I don't care if she's a darkie or a Greek
Or a dago or a spic
Or a yid or Pole or mick,
It's a strong-armed smiling angel that I seek.
So it's Finn, Finn, Finn,
Fetch the bedpan and the sheets there, where you been?
If you haven't had your tea
It means bugger all to me,
Wipe the sweat from out your tired eyes, Sister Finn.
Well, I calls a spade a spade
And you won't find me afraid
Of unmarried mothers preachin' about sin;
If you asks can white or black be
Good Samaritans in ' ackney
You've a better claim than Abbott, Sister Finn.

ABOUT THE WIDOW'S UNIFORM
From Mr P. Gregory, 11 The Causeway, March, Cambridgeshire PE15 9NU

Dear Sir,
May I draw your readers' attention to a current touring stage
production which features Rudyard Kipling's poetry in a musical
setting. Entitled The Widow's Uniform and produced by Realisations, the
show is centred upon the late Peter Bellamy's arrangements of BarrackRoom Ballads and other works.
Readers will be entirely familiar with the poetry, of course; but many,
too, will have enjoyed these musical settings, whose worth was
acknowledged by your Society in Bellamy's lifetime. Thus, in declaring
my interest as the show's director and author of the playscript, I hope
readers will have no difficulty in accepting that my enthusiasm is not all
commercially motivated. It has been a joy and a privilege to fashion such
wonderful material into a production which is intended not only to
please existing admirers of the poetry and music but also to create new
interest in either or both.
Though the idea of a stage presentation is not novel (Bellamy himself
appeared in one such production almost twenty years ago) we are
unaware of any similar recent attempt; and our treatment of the material
is entirely new. Narrowly termed a ballad opera, The Widow's Uniform
could equally well be called a folk musical; but we take no offence with
one reviewer's description of the piece as simply "a play with plenty of
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music". Indeed, we are gratified by his and others' ready appreciation of
the fact that it is a drama, and not merely a vehicle for a collection,
however admirable, of songs. Otherwise, though, we are much less
concerned with the project's definition than with its ambition which,
broadly summarised, is twofold.
Our first and more straightforward objective is to celebrate in
performance both this great poetry and Peter Bellamy's singular
achievement. Several members of the company were close personal
friends of his; and, one non-singing role apart, all the performers are
drawn from the very front rank of current traditional singers. The
assembling of such a cast has itself excited folk music enthusiasts far and
wide; the more so because they are presented at numerous points in
harmony groups or full chorus never previously heard. I will say more
about their outstanding musicianship later; but the production demands
more than that.
Its other, no less cherished, aim is to illustrate the life and essential
character of the late-Victorian private soldier whom Kipling so
affectionately admired; considering in the process how and why the
young poet became the undervalued Tommies' friend and outspoken
champion.
To hand over this task to non-singing actors, and bring on the singers
at intervals in an anonymous troupe, was unthinkable. Nor were we
willing to relegate some of Kipling's best verse to a mere punctuating
role in a story all our own, as though each song were just some
character's party piece. Mindful that the poet was also one of literature's
finest story-tellers, we have allowed the poems to dictate both the plot
and much of the characterisation: some characters being adopted by
name from the Ballads. The result is a new play, whose script is much
more than a series of links between songs; but Kipling leads the drama
instead of being manipulated by it; and the magnificent songs serve as
much a narrative as an entertainment function.
The singers, then, have to act; and it is a pleasure to say that they do,
splendidly. Despite having little previous acting experience, all are
excellent in their allotted roles; though I would not wish to single out any
for special praise here, I believe audiences will agree with me that more
than one member of the company could make a considerable career and
reputation in musical theatre.
As for the writer's efforts, I am not attempting to disguise my wish that
readers of this letter will come to see the show. May I therefore be
excused for reporting that both critical and lay opinion has so far judged
the piece a success in dramatic terms: at the same time, I must disclaim
all but a fraction of the credit.
A good tale well told is, of course, the very least that Kipling deserves.
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Yet so rich is the cast of characters to be found in Barrack-Room Ballads,
so vivid is the detail of army life portrayed there, and so dramatic are the
episodes recounted in such poems as "That Day", "Ford o' Kabul River"
and "Danny Deever", that a scriptwriter would be incompetent indeed if
he could not shape around them a drama which holds the attention and
the emotions of its audience, compelling them to care about the soldiers'
treatment, their fears and their ultimate fates – as Kipling did. To a
writer, this project was the gift of a jewel; my one small claim being that
I have avoided dropping it.
Again, in the hope that readers may want to judge for themselves, I
will not divulge the production's actual story, save to say that the great
part of it is set between the Jubilee years of 1887 and 1897, when the
Ballads were being written, and when the mood of national celebration
contrasted acutely with the feelings of many a common soldier –
immortalised by the poet especially in "Tommy", who had given his
country so much. We focus particularly on the short service system
which, whatever its beneficial effect on the Army's fighting calibre, had
too often such terrible implications for the time-expired Private: the
"man o' four an' twenty that 'asn't learnt of a trade". The ploy of reenlistment under a false name, so memorably studied in " 'Back to the
Army Again' ", is invoked by some of the men in The Widow's Uniform,
thus uniting the company who go on to meet destiny in India.
I can properly be more fulsome in praise of the show's music, for
which I take no credit whatever. Musical direction has been undertaken
by my friend and colleague Andrew Fletcher, whose idea the entire
project was. He would, however, be the first to acknowledge the ease and
pleasure of directing so brilliant a group of musicians.
The musical settings are completely faithful to Bellamy's arrangements: they were always intended to be so, but the presence of several
intimates of his has guarded against any unwitting infidelity. No attempt
has been made, however, to reproduce his unique personal and vocal
styles; our singers present a variety of local registers and timbres not to
be found in Bellamy's and other previous treatments; and their
interpretations of individual songs are both powerful and new.
There is much more multi-voice rendition than Bellamy was wont to
present, with a profound emphasis on harmony singing. "Recessional",
one reviewer has written, is "simply sensational; the resonance of all
those wonderful voices [fills] the hall." But "Recessional" is not an
isolated triumph: "Kabul River", if I may cite a personal favourite, runs
it more than close.
I mention that song particularly because it was not one I specially
cared for, previously. While I could appreciate the technical
accomplishment of Bellamy's treatment, the piece seemed to me to cry
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out for a rich ensemble rendering in the refrains – comrades to share the
grief of the lead singer for his fallen friend. An entirely personal view, of
course, but in appreciation of the music I am utterly a lay observer; and
I am sure that many others will find their estimation of particular songs
similarly changed. Some music critics have already apprehended in The
Widow's Uniform a definite musical advancement of a process begun by
Peter Bellamy: it would be a pleasure to suppose they are right, but I do
believe that at the very least our company's more varied and overall
mellower treatment of the music will render the songs more accessible
to wider taste.
The Widow's Uniform opened at Stratford in December 1996, and is
now touring English theatres until the end of May 1997. It appears at
London's Bloomsbury Theatre on Tuesday 6 May. Performances will
then follow at arts and folk festivals through the summer; and a second,
UK-wide, theatre tour commences in September. Details of dates,
venues and booking arrangements may be obtained from Realisations at:
19 Ivor Road, Redditch, West Midlands B97 4PF.
telephone 01527 401040; fax 01527 459172.
A CD recording, The Widow's Uniform, featuring 16 of the songs
recorded in the show, is available (price £12) from the above, or from
main branches of Virgin or Tower record shops. A further CD collection
of Kipling/Bellamy, performed by the same company and provisionally
titled The History of England in Kipling's Poems, is to be released in
early summer. It includes "A Pilgrim's Way", "Song of the Men's Side",
"Sir Richard's Song", "Harp Song of the Dane Women", "The Dutch in
the Medway" and "A Smuggler's Song".
All of us lucky enough to be involved in the stage production, or in the
making of these recordings, have already taken boundless pleasure in the
exercise, and we look forward to our future audiences' enjoyment. I
hope many of your readers will wish to be among them.
Yours faithfully
PAUL GREGORY

[See also the advertisement opposite. I have been in touch with Realisations (who have
taken up membership of the Kipling Society). It was at my suggestion that Mr Gregory
wrote this letter, since I thought our readers would find interest in an account of the aims
underlying a new staging of Kipling's soldier verse. Incidentally The Widow's Uniform
was well reviewed in the Daily Telegraph of 11 January. There, after quoting the view that
Kipling was "perhaps the greatest people's poet in the English language", the reviewer
concluded that of all Kipling's works "his down-to-earth laments for the fate of the
ordinary soldier are . . . most likely to appeal to our own Nineties." – Ed.]
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POLO WITH CAMELS
From Mr S. Clayton, 15 Andrew Court, 68 Wickham Road, Beckenham, Kent BR3 6RG

Dear Sir,
I read with interest your recent correspondent's account (December
1996, page 57) of his experiences in Nepal during the 1994 World
Elephant Polo Championships.
It called to mind an abortive experiment in which I was involved
towards the end of the Second World War, while serving in Egypt on the
fringes of the Western Desert.
In the absence of polo ponies which, not surprisingly, were in short
supply at that time, we endeavoured to press into service a half-dozen of
the local camels. But camels, as Kipling noted in Just So Stories, being
"most 'scruciating idle", did not take kindly to the exercise; indeed, not
possessing the intelligence of the elephant, they were not the most
suitable animals for the sport. Once goaded into action, they travelled
very fast in a straight line, but unfortunately they were seriously
deficient in manoeuvrability. In fact, such was the radius of their turning
circle, that it was found necessary to double the dimensions of the pologround in both directions. On the other hand, their endurance enabled
chukkas to be extended almost indefinitely.
As might be imagined, goals were rare events; but the final problem
that brought the experiment to a sudden conclusion was that one of the
camels developed a taste for the hockey balls which we had perforce to
use in the absence of the genuine article. This resulted in frustration for
the players, and acute indigestion for the camel concerned.
Yours etc
S. CLAYTON

KIPLING AND "GEHAZI"
From Mrs Lisa Lewis, Cappaslade Cottage, Brightwell-cum-Sotwell,
Wallingford, Oxfordshire OX10 ORQ

Dear Sir,
Thank you for Mr Asche's excellent and most enlightening article on
the poem "Gehazi" and the Marconi Scandal [December 1996, pages 1228]. May I offer a little further evidence?
Kipling did not base this poem solely on the account in G.K.
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Chesterton's periodical; he did at least try to check his facts. Nor, it
seems, was it his own idea to compare Sir Rufus Isaacs's conduct in the
Marconi affair with Gehazi in the Bible.
On 31 July 1913, Kipling wrote to a junior Conservative politician:

Dear Mr Steel-Maitland,
Many thanks for your formal conveyance of copyright in Gehazi
– noble word! – to whom I am attending.
In the meantime would you let me have as soon as possible from
the office,
(α) exact figures with dates, of money made by Shoofus in his deal
in Marconis
(β) exact words of his declaration before the House in Oct (?) 1912,
(γ) exact words of his admission before the committee that he had
told Handel, North and Falconer that he had had Marconi
dealings.
(δ) exact terms of the original charge to which he objected so
strongly.
I have not yet got my Marconi papers in proper shape or would not
have bothered you. Please let me have 'em as soon as may be.
Very sincerely yours
Rudyard Kipling

Liberals would have said that Kipling was checking his facts at a
tainted source, for the political parties held to strongly different
interpretations of the Marconi affair. Asquith had appointed a
Parliamentary Committee to investigate whether there was any truth in
allegations that Sir Rufus Isaacs, as a member of the Government, had
been guilty of "insider trading". The Annual Register for 1913 states that
by 13 June this committee had utterly failed to agree.
It therefore published no fewer than four reports:- the majority report
by Liberal, Labour and Nationalist members; a draft report by Sir A.
Spicer (Liberal), the chairman of the committee, which had been "put
aside" by the majority; a draft report by a Mr Falconer (Liberal),
"substantially embodied" (says the Annual Register) in the majority
report; and a minority report by Sir Robert Cecil and six Unionists. The
chairman's report "narrated the transactions" and concluded that Isaacs
would have been "well advised if he had not acquired the shares". The
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majority report, however, declared the charges unfounded. On 2 July,
says the Annual Register, the committee's work "abruptly terminated".
The matter continued to exercise the Commons. The report was
discussed on 18 and 19 June. Next came a Parliamentary Question
(reported in Hansard, volume XV, June-July 1913, page 1247) about a
junior Post Office official who had been punished for minor dealings in
Marconi shares. The agreement with the Marconi company was debated
(Hansard, volume XVI, July-August 1913, pages 1974ff). Sir Robert
Cecil complained that documents shown to the Select Committee were
not put before the House, and that this gave "an appearance – I believe
in this case nothing more than an appearance – of a desire to keep
something secret where there was really no ground for making any secret
at all." (Presumably these were the documents Kipling wanted to see.)
Cecil asserted that the offer of shares in the American Marconi
company, made by Godfrey Isaacs to his brother Sir Rufus, was
"susceptible of a very sinister explanation". He added that he himself
"did not form a very favourable opinion of this gentleman", and believed
that the chairman of the committee had not either.
It was in this atmosphere that Kipling wrote his poem. According to
Carrington's notes from Mrs Kipling's diaries, he did so on 25 July 1913.
Six days later, he wrote to Steel-Maitland, who was then an assistant to
Cecil, as quoted above.
Steel-Maitland went on to become a Baronet, served as a junior
minister during the Great War, and became Minister of Labour, 1924-29.
He may have met Kipling through Lord Milner, who was known to both.
Sir Rufus Isaacs, as Mr Asche reports, went on to become Lord Reading
and Viceroy of India. (I wonder why Kipling called him "Shoofus"?)
In May 1914 Kipling would write the story "The Village that Voted the
Earth was Flat" [A Diversity of Creatures]. This includes a high-tension
scene in the House of Commons, in which personalities are dragged into
party politics, and a reputation is ruined. Kipling makes the memorable
comment that politics seem to him "a dog's life without a dog's
decencies".
Yours sincerely
LISA LEWIS

[Austin Asche's outstanding article on the Marconi Scandal has also prompted some
supplementary thoughts from Professor Thomas Pinney (editor of The Letters of Rudyard
Kipling). I have passed Professor Pinney's comments on to Austin Asche in the hope that
he may consider, in the light of them, writing a 'postscript' to his article. – Ed.]
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"LETTERS OF MARQUE"
From Sir George Engle, K.C.B., Q.C., 32 Wood Lane, Highgate, London N6 5UB

Dear Sir,
At the end of his excellent talk on "Letters of Marque" [see pages 1224], Dr Moore-Gilbert explained briefly what letters of marque were,
confessing to having looked them up in the dictionary, in case he was
asked. In the words of the O.E.D. they were:
Originally a licence granted by a sovereign to a subject, authorising
him to make reprisals on the subjects of a hostile state for injuries
alleged to have been done to him by the enemy's army. In later times
this became practically a licence to fit out an armed vessel and
employ it in the capture of the merchant shipping belonging to the
enemy's subjects, the holder of letters of marque being called a
privateer or corsair, and entitled by international law to commit
against the hostile nation acts which would otherwise have been
condemned as piracy.
So far as European nations are concerned, their issue was abolished by
the Congress of Paris in 1856.
This is all very well as far as it goes; but – or so it seems to me – it fails
to explain what exactly Kipling meant by giving this title to the series of
travel letters which he wrote for the Pioneer in 1888. In a letter to
Cormell Price dated 26 April of that year [Letters, ed. Pinney, volume 1,
page 162] Kipling wrote:
I have spent the winter on a couple of the most fascinating tours (in
Rajputana and lower Bengal) that the mind of a literary loafer could
have imagined: and the proceeds are twenty things entitled Letters
of Marque which I am arranging to publish as soon as may be.
This seems to show that it is Kipling's articles themselves that are the
letters of marque, thus ruling out the possibility that he meant he was
travelling with letters of marque granted to him by the editor of the
Pioneer. It is anyway difficult to see who in that case 'the enemy' could
have been, since the only object of his hostility in the articles is the
despised 'Globetrotter'. Can anyone solve this little mystery? I am
reluctant to believe that Kipling was simply making a feeble (and less
than modest) play on the phrase "of mark", meaning noteworthy.
Yours sincerely
GEORGE ENGLE
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KIPLING A N D KAFOOZALUM, ETC.
From Mr B. Coffey, c/o 31 Winton Road, Reading, Berkshire RG2 8HJ

Dear Sir,
I was very taken by Commander Wilson's reference to Kipling's use
of a ribald ballad in "The Maltese Cat" (December 1996, page 55). In
August last year I took part in some gleeful correspondence in the
Guardian, over a review of T.S. Eliot's Notebook, then recently
published. The notebook contained some lines from another piece of
ribaldry usually called "The Jolly Tinker", which the reviewer, not
having had the benefit of service in H.M. Forces, imagined to be
something of Eliot's. It has in fact been in the public domain at least as
long as "The Harlot of Jerusalem"; and long before Eliot wrote his
notebook it had been smuggled by Kipling into his story, "The Drums of
the Fore and Aft" – first published in 1888 (collected in Wee Willie
Winkie & Other Stories). There the excerpt is slightly camouflaged, but
there can be no mistake about its origin.
Eliot, I think, heard this particular song and jotted down the words for
future reference – possibly for use in a poem. "The Jolly Tinker" did not
make into the canon of English verse, but "Mrs Porter and her daughter",
from yet another piece of rudery, certainly did – in Eliot's "The Love
Song of J. Alfred Prufrock".
Should poets make use of such material? I don't see why not. Both the
Kipling story and the Eliot poem are enhanced and made complete by the
use, in two very different ways.
There are many places where Kipling could have heard such songs
sung – starting with the British Army cantonment at Mian Mir, at Lahore
in the 1880s. Where Eliot could have heard them remains rather a puzzle.
Yours sincerely
BERNARD COFFEY

[See pages 47-50 for a further contribution to this subject. – Ed.]
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POINTS FROM OTHER LETTERS
KIPLING AND KAFOOZALUM
From Professor Thomas Pinney, 228 West Harrison Avenue, Claremont,
California 91711, U.S.A.

Professor Pinney (Editor of The Letters of Rudyard Kipling) writes in
response to Commander Wilson's letter about Kipling's knowledge of a
song about 'Kafoozalum' (December 1996, page 55). He sends us the
text of a letter from Kipling to the author and journalist John Bennion
Booth (1880-1961), and the text of a poem, "Kafoozelum" (sic), which
Kipling had enclosed with his letter to Booth. For these we are much
obliged to the present owners, the University of Texas. Here below we
give (1) Kipling's letter; (2) the poem; and (3) some comments by
Professor Pinney.

1. KIPLING'S LETTER TO BOOTH
[This is a typed letter, signed; on headed (Bateman's) paper; marked 'Private'; dated 16th
May 1933; addressed to J.B. Booth, Esq, 1 Victoria Mansions, Victoria Parade, Ramsgate.]

Dear Mr. Booth,
Your "mania" is entirely justifiable. I suggest when you have made
your collection that you 'vert for one edition to the type of the old penny
broadsheet which holds any amount of music-hall songs. People will
pretty soon find a binding to put it in. Your "serious" edition you can bind
as you please but the old broadsheet idea is at least new.
I enclose all I remember of "Kafoozelum". Did I tell you that the last
copy I ever got was in the War and I sent it (like a fool) to some desperate
Camel Corps who wanted a tune. It was cheerily inscribed – when it was
published – as "By the Bishop of London". Fancy a society in which
jests of this kind were accepted!
Ever,
Rudyard Kipling.
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2. THE POEM "KAFOOZELUM", ENCLOSED WITH KIPLING'S LETTER
[This is a typescript, including Kipling's 'Note' at the end – though that is initialled 'RK'
in manuscript. There are 3 typed marginal annotations:- (a) at line 4 of verse 1, where the
form "Barber" is used, Kipling has typed (or Baba?) – and he uses the form "Baba" in the
later verses; (b) at line 1 of the 2-line refrain to verse 1, he has typed (bis); (c) in line 2 of
verse 2, alongside the phrase "a perfect lamb", he has typed Note here the recrudescence
to-day of this term of endearment.]

In ancient days there dwelt a priest
A horrid beast, within the East,
Who did the Prophet's holy work
As Barber of Jerusalem,
He had a daughter fair to see –
Complexion rare and sky-blue hair
With nought about her of the Turk
Except the name Kafoozelum!
Oh Kafoozelum, Kafoozelum
The daughter of the Barber.
A youth resided near to she
His name was Sam, a perfect lamb
He was of ancient pedigree
And kin to old Methusalem
It was his honoured trade to sell
The skins of cats and ancient hats
And ringing at the Baba's bell
He saw and loved Kafoozelum.
If Sam had been a Mussalman
He might have sold the Baba old
And with a text from Al-Koran
Have managed to bamboozle him
But – Oh dear no! – he tried to scheme,
Passed, one night late, the area gate
And stole into the Turk's Harem
To carry off Kafoozelum!
The Baba was about to smoke
His slaves rushed in, with horrid din!
"Mashallah! Dogs your home have broke
Go up, me Lord and toozle 'em!"
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The pious Baba said no more
Than twenty prayers and went upstairs
And took a bowstring from the drawer
And came back to Kafoozelum.
The maiden and the youth he took
And slew them both and, nothing loath,
Together chucked 'em in the brook
Of Kedron by Jerusalem!
And still the ancient legend goes
When day has gone from Lebanon,
And when the morning moonlight throws
Her shadows on Jerusalem,
Above the wailing of the cats,
A sound there falls from ruined walls –
A ghost is seen in three old hats,
Akissing of Kafoozelum!
Note. This is a pure gem and, to my mind, the highwatermark in that
kind. The final verse is, incidentally, poetry by any canon.
I write from memory and I fancy I have left out a line or two somewhere. R.K.
3. COMMENTS BY PROFESSOR PINNEY

Kipling is writing to Booth about Booth's Pink Parade (1933), a book
that I have not seen. There is some further discussion of the subject in
Booth's The Days We Knew (London, 1943), pages 29-35.
See also the Kipling Journal, June 1971, page 8 [where, in an article
by Lewis Winstock, "Rudyard Kipling and Army Music", the fact that
the regimental band in "The Maltese Cat" (The Day's Work) played
"Oh Kafoozalum" is "a reminder that the still popular obscene ballad
'The Harlot of Jerusalem' had the most respectable antecedent."] See
also Jacqueline Bratton, "Kipling's Magic Art" (British Academy
Lecture, 1978), pages 218-9 note.
Apart from "The Maltese Cat", the poem is alluded to in "The Man
Who Would Be King" (Wee Willie Winkie & Other Stories), where, in
Carnehan's narrative (Macmillan, Pocket Edition, page 237) there is a
reference to "an old Chief we called Kafoozelum – it was like enough to
his real name."
Bratton says the poem was written by 'Sam Oxon' – presumably a
mistake for 'Sam Oxley' (as cited in the Kipling Journal, June 1971).
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The Journal article also dates the verses from 1865, after the British
Library copy (which I have not seen). It would be interesting to collate
Kipling's version with the original printed text. In any case, I think
Kipling has done a remarkable feat of memory.

KIPLING FILMED
From Professor Thomas Pinney, 228 West. Harrison Avenue,
Claremont, California 91711, USA

Professor Pinney has also written with some information that usefully
and revealingly supplements Alan Wolfe's interesting article, "Kipling
in Hollywood" (December 1996, pages 29-37). In particular, it fills a gap
in that article, where Alan Wolfe had acknowledged that he lacked data
on "any Kipling-based American films made while [Kipling] was alive".
To fill that gap, Professor Pinney provides the following summary,
which is "confined to American productions – of course Kipling made
many agreements with French and English film-makers as well."
He adds: "I would make two points against what usually seems to be
said on this subject: (a) that the business of adapting Kipling to film
began far earlier, and was far more extensive, than is generally
recognised; and (b) that Kipling participated actively in the work."

1. PROFESSOR PINNEY'S CHECK-LIST WITH COMMENTS

The Ballad of Fisher's Boarding House: a 12-minute film, directed by
Frank Capra (his first film). Some time in the 1920s – I don't have
details.
Captains Courageous: a contract was signed on 11 January 1934. (The
suggestion by Wolfe that all the arrangements were posthumous is
mistaken: Kipling himself entered into these agreements.)
A Fool There Was ("The Vampire"): 1914.
Gate of the Hundred Sorrows: the scenario was worked out between
Randolph Lewis and Kipling, c. 1922.
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Gunga Din: 1911.
Kim: Kipling signed a contract with Maude Adams for a film, September
1923; signed a contract with MGM, November 1933.
The Light That Failed: contract with Famous Players, 5 June 1923; with
Paramount, January 1930. Kipling reviewed Sidney Howard's script,
September 1935.
The Man Who Would Be King: Kipling was negotiating for this in 1935.
The Naulahka: 1918.
Without Benefit of Clergy: July 1921. Kipling made sketches for scenes
and properties used in this production.

2. EXTRACTS FROM THE FILM INDEX
(New York, 1941) volume 1

Without Benefit of Clergy (1921, U.S.). From the short story by Rudyard
Kipling. Directed by James Young. With Percy Marmont. Pathé.
Exceptional Photoplays 1: 9 October 1921. Review, criticizing the
film's lack of artistic subtlety and urging the development of a
special technique in adapting novels to the screen.
Gunga Din (1911, U.S.). From the poem by Rudyard Kipling. Powers.
Moving Picture World 8: 1206, 27 May 1911. Comment.
A Fool There Was (1914, U.S.). From the play of the same name based
on Rudyard Kipling's poem "The Vampire". Directed by Frank Powell.
With Theda Bara, Edward José. Fox.
Barry, Iris. In her The Rise of the American Film (Museum of
Modern Art Film Library program, series 1, program 2) The Library.
Program notes, recounting the film's precipitation of Miss Bara to a
spectacular stardom and reporting the cycle of "vamp" films
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following in its wake.
Ramsaye, Terry. In his A Million and One Nights (Simon & Shuster,
1926) p 701-2. Records the circuitous course of the film's
adaptation, and the casting of the unknown Miss De Coppet, later
known as Theda Bara, in the leading role.

3. EXTRACTS FROM THE AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE CATALOG:
Feature Films, 1911-1920 (University of California Press, 1988)

The Light That Failed: Feature Film Corp; Dist Pathé Exchange, Inc.;
Gold Rooster Plays. 15 Oct 1916 [©Pathé Exchange, Inc.; 28 Sep 1916;
LU9199]. 5 reels. Prod Edward José. Dir Edward José. Scen George B.
Seitz. Cam Ben Struckman.
Source: Based on the novelette The Light That Failed by Rudyard
Kipling (publication undetermined, 1890).
Cast: Robert Edeson (Dick Hedlar), José Collins (Bessie, the
model), Lillian Tucker (Maizie), Claude Fleming (Torpenhow).
Drama: Painter Dick Hedlar [sic] returns from war service in North
Africa and meets his childhood sweetheart Maizie [sic]. His
romance is interrupted when Maizie enters his apartment and finds
him embracing his model Bessie. She does not know that Dick had
nursed Bessie through an illness but that the model tried to stab him
in a fit of jealousy over Maizie. Dick starts to go blind, and
eventually decides to go back to North Africa to prevent his friend
Torpenhow from giving up his army career in order to help him.
Maizie and Torpenhow follow Dick to Egypt and find him as he is
under attack by native tribesmen. Maizie rushes to her lover and
they die in each other's arms. [Blindness. Egypt. Models. Painters.
Soldiers. Attempted murder. Combat. Egyptians. Friendship.
Jealousy. Nursing back to health. North Africa.]
Note: According to MPN, this was the first adaptation of a work by
Kipling for the screen. Some scenes in this film were shot on
Fayerweather's Island, off Bridgeport, CT, according to news items.
Paramount Pictures released a film based on the same source with
the same title in 1923, directed by George Melford, and starring
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Percy Marmont. See AFI Catalog of Feature Films, 1921-1930;
F2.3071.) In 1939 Paramount released another version, directed by
William Wellman and starring Ronald Colman.
The Naulahka: Astra Film Corp. Dist Pathé Exchange, Inc. 24 Feb 1918
[©Pathé Exchange, Inc.; 7 May 1918; LU 12358]. 6 reels. Dir George
Fitzmaurice. Scen George B. Seitz.
Source: Based on the novel Naulahka: A Story of West and East by
Rudyard Kipling and Charles Wolcott Balestier (London, 1892).
Cast: Antonio Moreno (Nicholas Tarvin), Doraldina (Sitahbai),
Helene Chadwick (Kate Sheriff), J.H. Gilmour (Mr. Mutrie), Warner
Oland (Maharajah), Mary Alden (Prince's mother), Edna Hunter
(Mrs. Mutrie).
Adventure: In order to win the Three C's railroad line for his home
town of Topaz, Colorado, Nicholas ("Nick") Tarvin journeys to
India to secure the famed jewel known as the Naulahka, which he
plans to present to Mrs. Mutrie, the railroad president's wife. Nick's
fiancée, Kate Sheriff, having graduated from medical school, also
goes to India, but her aim is to provide the Indians with modern
medical care. The Naulahka is possessed by the Maharajah, whose
second wife, a dancer named Sitahbai [sic], hopes to have her son,
rather than the real prince, named as the heir to the Maharajah's
throne. Sitahbai plans to kill the young prince, the son of the
Maharajah's first wife, but Nick repeatedly saves him. After
Sitahbai's plot to kill Nick fails, Nick threatens to hold the dancer
captive till daybreak unless she gives him the Naulahka. Sitahbai
reluctantly consents, but Kate, knowing that the loss of the jewel
will mean Sitahbai's death, convinces Nick to return it to her. Kate
and Nick return to Colorado without the Naulahka to find that the
railroad tracks have already been laid through Topaz. [Dancers.
Gems. India. Railroads. Colorado. Heirs. Physicians. Princes.
Rescues. Royalty.]
Note: Doraldina was a successful New York cabaret dancer. The
picture was originally scheduled to be eight reels in length.
According to modern sources, Anton Grot and William Camera
Monzies were the art directors of this film. According to a news
item, exterior scenes were shot at locations in five different states,
including Milford, PA, and New Rochelle, NY.
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A LETTER TO MR GUNYON
From Mr K.M.L. Frazer, 3 Roseacres, Sawbridgeworth, Hertfordshire

Mr Frazer writes sending us a photocopy (which we reproduce at page
55) of a letter from Kipling to a Mr C.E. Gunyon. The original letter is
owned by Mrs Carter who with her husband runs the Browsers'
Bookshop at 9 Station Road, Epping, Essex, and who explained its
provenance to Mr Frazer when he visited her shop.
Briefly, Mrs Carter's late mother had been a nurse in a private nursing
home in Beaumont Street, London W1. One of her patients, Mr Gunyon,
had given her a volume of Kipling's poetry, and this letter which he had
received from Kipling. The "tribute" referred to was presumably
something that Mr Gunyon had written in appreciation of the medical
treatment he had been receiving – and this clearly struck a chord with
Kipling. It would be interesting to know more.

THE KAISER'S ILLNESS
From The Hon. Austin Asche, A.C., Q.C., Government House, GPO Box 497, Darwin,
Northern Territory 0801, Australia

The Hon. Austin Asche, the author of the important article, "Sticks and
Stones", on Kipling and the Marconi scandal (December 1996, pages
12-28), writes to say he has been in touch with Mr Julian Moore, an
Australian academic who, as it happens, has just joined the Kipling
Society – and who has recently submitted an interesting article on
Kipling's poem, "The City of Brass", which will appear in a forthcoming
issue of the Kipling Journal. (See also page 5 of this issue.)
Mr Moore had noted, in "Sticks and Stones" (at page 23), a mention of
Kipling's unpleasant poem, "A Death-Bed", which had been prompted
by rumours that circulated in 1918 that the Kaiser was suffering from
cancer of the jaw. Mr Moore had written: "Like you, I have read about
the rumours of the Kaiser's jaw condition, but after months of research
can find no mention of it in any publications of the time. Do you have a
reference for the rumour?"
Austin Asche could not help; but wondered if any of our readers might
be able to do so.
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KIPLING HOUSE
From Mr John McGivering, R.D., 32 Cheltenham Place, Brighton, Sussex BN1 4AB

Mr McGivering has sent us (for forwarding to the Society's Library) a
glossily illustrated brochure distributed by E.A. Shaw, a firm of
chartered surveyors at 19 Bow Street, London WC2. It advertises the
availability of ten flats for sale, in Kipling House, Villiers Street, off the
Strand – the site of the building into which Kipling moved shortly after
his return from India. That former building was totally rebuilt and
refurbished to luxurious standards in 1995/6, and the prices of the flats
(ranging from £145,000 for a one-bedroom apartment on the 1st floor to
£650,000 for a large penthouse) reflect the degree of modernisation.
Kipling House is described as a "prestige new development"; but
much is made of its "illustrious history". Evidently on this site stood the
13th-century town house of the Bishops of Norwich; which
subsequently passed through the possession of the Dukes of Suffolk, the
Archbishops of York, and the Keepers of the Great Seal; by 1624 it was
owned by George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham. The brochure claims
that Bacon was born here, and that Pepys briefly lived here in old age. It
also explains that Kipling, after whom the building is named, lived here
from 1889-91.
Interestingly, the building that Kipling lived in, with which many of us
were familiar, seems to be described as dating from the 1790s, and as
having served as a riverside warehouse until the 1860s when the
construction of the Victoria Embankment kept the Thames away from
the lower reaches of Villiers Street where it was situated.
According to the brochure, "each of the one-bedroom apartments has
a view on to Villiers Street." But it is doubtful whether its authors had
read what Kipling wrote about the site – or whether they would regard it
as conducive to sales. In chapter IV of Something of Myself he wrote
crisply that Villiers Street "was primitive and passionate in its habits and
population"; and that his rooms ("small, not over-clean or well kept", but
conveniently situated "above an establishment of Harris the Sausage
King, who, for tuppence, gave as much sausage and mash as would carry
one from breakfast to dinner") overlooked Gatti's Music-Hail, to which
the price of admission was "fourpence, which included a pewter of beer
or porter". He also memorably described seeing a man in Villiers Street
cutting his throat. Though Gatti's has gone, human drama remains
immutably "primitive and passionate", and the passage of people in that
cosmopolitan street will no doubt continue to beguile watchers from the
windows.
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A REQUEST FROM RUSSIA
From Dr Boris M. Proskurnin, Department of Foreign Literature, Perm State University,
15 Bukirev Str., 614600 Perm, Russia

Dr Proskurnin writes from Perm, a large city in the Urals, where he is
Senior Lecturer in English Literature and Head of the Department of
Foreign Literature at the State University. He explains that the system in
Russia is highly centralised, and that even though his university is one of
the oldest and most distinguished in the country, "virtually all western
academic publications that reach Russia go into libraries in Moscow or
St Petersburg. Our undergraduates, graduates and teachers have to travel
nearly a thousand miles to read western criticism and other materials in
the original."
However, he and his colleagues are creating at Perm a Centre for
Victorian Studies, and are laboriously building up a library to go with it
– assisted by a twinning agreement with Oxford, and individual gifts of
books brought by visitors from England. The main handicap is the acute
and chronic financial stringency that prevails in Russia, with salaries
often in arrears and all budgets pared to the bone. In these circumstances,
though they would dearly like to subscribe to the Kipling Journal, there
is no question at present of finding the foreign exchange to do so.
Dr Proskurnin concludes by asking whether the Kipling Society might
exceptionally consent to supply the Journal without charge – an
arrangement that would be greatly appreciated by the recipients.
[Council discussed this request in February, and agreed to give the
Centre for Victorian Studies at Perm the status of a non-subscribing
corporate member, until further notice. Kipling has always had an
appreciative readership in Russia. –Ed.]

MIRIAM COHEN
From Dr J.D. Lewins, Magdalene College, Cambridge CB3 OAG

Dr Lewins writes about the verses at the beginning of "The Disturber of
Traffic" (Many Inventions). They have no title, but are signed 'Miriam
Cohen', and the first of their three verses reads:
From the wheel and the drift of Things
Deliver us, good Lord;
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And we will meet the wrath of kings,
The faggot, and the sword.
They are included in the Definitive Edition of Kipling's Verse as "The
Prayer of Miriam Cohen" – there enlarged to five verses but retaining
substantially the same ending:
A veil 'twixt us and Thee, dread Lord,
A veil 'twixt us and Thee:
Lest we should hear too clear, too clear,
And unto madness see!
Dr Lewins asks who Miriam Cohen was, or was supposed to be; and
what bearing she and her poem have on the story to which they provide
the epigraph.

JOSIAH HARLAN
From Mr Ronald F. Rosner, 300 East 34th Street, New York, NY 10016, U.S.A.

Mr Rosner, who is writing a book about Americans in India between
1650 and 1900, asks if there is any evidence that Kipling was familiar
with the activities of Josiah Harlan – an American who after service as
an Assistant Surgeon in the East India Company's Army was active from
1828 to 1841 as a soldier, spy and governor in the Punjab, Afghanistan
and Central Asia. In his memoirs, Harlan claimed to have obtained the
right to rule a 'kingdom' in the Hindu Kush.
Mr Rosner writes: "Harlan's presence in time and place is well
established, inter alia, through the writings of the famous missionary and
traveller, Dr Joseph Wolff. George MacDonald Fraser, in the notes to his
novel, Flashman and the Mountain of Light (1990), postulates that he
may have been the inspiration for Kipling's 'The Man Who Would Be
King' [Wee Willie Winkie & Other Stories]." Mr Rosner would naturally
like to be able to connect an American with that famous and well
regarded story.
He adds, incidentally, that Kipling already has a place in the
impending book, by virtue of the mention of ice shipped to India from
America in "The Undertakers", in The Second Jungle Book. (Readers
will recall that the Adjutant-crane had once ill-advisedly swallowed a
large block of "Wenham Lake ice" at the docks, "in the days before
Calcutta made her ice by machinery". See also page 64.)
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RIDER HAGGARD'S GRANDMOTHER
From Mr B. C. Diamond, Flat 2, 80 Fitzjohn 's Avenue, London NW3 5LS

Mr Diamond has written in consequence of an editorial note, to the effect
that Rider Haggard was "partly Jewish", at the foot of Mr Diamond's
letter in the "Kipling and Jews" series, at pages 53-4 of our December
1996 issue.
He acknowledges that at pages 3-4 of a recent biography by Tom
Pocock, Rider Haggard and the Lost Empire (Weidenfeld & Nicolson,
1993) Haggard's paternal grandmother, Elizabeth (née Meybohm) is
mentioned as the daughter of a St Petersburg banker of German-Jewish
descent.
However, he explains that Orthodox Jewish descent is via the mother,
so Elizabeth Haggard would not be recognised as Jewish. Moreover,
from the same source, he notes that Rider Haggard's mother (Ella née
Doveton) and her family "referred to her mother-in-law, Elizabeth
Meybohm, as having been Russian rather than German-Jewish".
Mr Diamond concludes that there is nothing to suggest that Rider
Haggard derived any Jewish culture from that element in the family –
"let alone Judaism!"

A CONCERT AT BATEMAN'S
From Bentley Concert Productions, 1 Cedar Court, Upper Park Road, London N1l 1RU

Bentley Concert Productions have sent us information about an open-air
evening concert due to be held on Saturday 19 July at Kipling's home –
Bateman's, Burwash, East Sussex – in association with the National
Trust.
Under the general title of "Rolling Down to Rio", it will be a concert
of songs in settings made famous by the well-known baritone singer
Peter Dawson (1882-1961). The programme will include "Boots", "Just
So Songs", "Mandalay" and other Dawson favourites.
The artists will be Ralph Meanley, baritone (a member of the Kipling
Society), and David Mackie, piano.
This is a sequel to last year's very successful evening: details can be
obtained from Bateman's (telephone 01435 882302).
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"BROOKLAND ROAD"
From Mr John Douch, 6 Roberts Street, Wellingborough, Northants NN8 3HY

Mr Douch writes about Kipling's strange poem, "Brookland Road" – the
one that follows the story of "Marklake Witches" in Rewards and
Fairies, and begins:
I was very well pleased with what I knowed,
I reckoned myself no fool –
Till I met with a maid on the Brookland Road
That turned me back to school...
Mr Douch has heard that the poem was set to music in the early 1920s;
and he would be grateful for any information about the composer and the
availability of a copy of the music.
He has also sent us a copy of an interesting article he has written about
the possible historical background to the poem. It was entitled "The
Brookland maid – wraith or reality?", and was published at pages 57-8
of the September 1996 issue of the Family Tree Magazine – to the Editor
of which we are obliged for permission to use it.
The article is too long and detailed to be reprinted in full here; but it is
being placed in the Society's Library, for reference purposes. It starts
with a description of Brookland village, "set in the middle of Romney
Marsh in Kent"; an "unassuming little place" with an ancient church,
St Augustine's. It was the St Augustine's Guide (written by Anne Roper,
an authority on the history of the Marsh) that first prompted Mr Douch's
interest in the poem, with a passage referring to a former surgeon in the
village, Ralph Papworth Hougham (1785-1837):
Mystery surrounds his son, George Hougham, who came to an
untimely end. It is thought that Kipling pierced the secret when he
wrote his poem, "Brookland Road" . . . for this was no real maid but
a ghost connected with George Hougham's story . . .
Mr Douch at once decided to see what could be ascertained about
George Hougham and his "untimely end".
First he re-read the poem. In his view it is not one of Kipling's best; yet
it does "capture that elusive Marsh atmosphere":
'Twas right in the middest of a hot June night,
With thunder duntin' round,
And I seed her face by the fairy light
That beats from off the ground . . .
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"The story", writes Mr Douch, "is simple and tragic. A man, full of
youthful confidence, takes a lone walk one midsummer's night along the
Brookland Road. Suddenly, out of the marsh mists, a beautiful girl
materialises. Was she flesh or fantasy, fact or fiction? Certainly, before
the marsh was properly drained, it was famous for its ignis fatuus, a false
light or will-o'-the-wisp, caused by self-igniting gases given off by
decaying vegetation, and giving rise to the popular belief in a highly
dangerous fairy which, disguised as an attractive maiden, would take
great delight in luring travellers to their doom. Was she one of these?
We are never told."
She only smiled and she never spoke,
She smiled and went away;
But when she'd gone my heart was broke,
And my wits was clean astray.
Mr Douch noted that "Brookland Road" first appeared in Rewards and
Fairies (1910) which, like Puck of Pook's Hill (1906), drew heavily
upon Sussex folklore. This poem's "theme of unrequited love leading to
madness" might seem "unusual for an Edwardian children's story
book", but, as Kipling had said in chapter IV of Something of Myself, the
tales in Rewards and Fairies "had to be read by children, before people
realised that they were meant for grown-ups".
In the same chapter, Kipling had said that he had "embarked on
Rewards and Fairies . . . in two minds. Stories a-plenty I had to tell, but
how many would be authentic and how many due to 'induction'?"
Nobody whom Mr Douch had met in Brookland village had heard of the
legend of the Brookland maid; yet according to the Carrington abstracts
from Mrs Kipling's diaries Kipling had visited the village; and perhaps
he had met "some ancient who did recall the sad story of George
Hougham". This in turn raised the question whether the uneducated
syntax and rustic dialect of the speaker in the poem were compatible
with the likely mode of expression of the son of "a professional man,
even a relatively humble, country medical practitioner".
Mr Douch had come across a record of the Hougham family, tracing
their pedigree from the 12th-century Crusades up till 1931. The record
referred to Henry Hougham (1742-1818), a surgeon-apothecary of
Tenterden, Kent, one of whose sons, Ralph Papworth Hougham
(referred to above) had followed his father's profession and established
his practice in Brookland by 1813 – in which year his own son, George,
was born. George Hougham spent his entire life in Brookland, and was
also a doctor, though without formal qualifications. He must have
trained in the hard school of practical experience as an apprentice, which
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in those days was still an acceptable method of entry to the profession...
The village accorded him the courtesy title of 'doctor'."
Mr Douch was able to draw on the local knowledge of one John Butler
for some details of George Hougham's life, notably where it had
impinged on the Butlers. For in February 1857 John Butler's
grandfather, Edward Butler, had committed suicide, while in what the
death certificate had called "a state of temporary derangement of mind",
but 18 months later, in August 1858, Edward's widow Margaret had
borne a daughter, Elizabeth, the father being, in "common knowledge",
George Hougham – himself a married man with children. A year later,
George died of "congestion of the brain", presumably meningitis. This
"may well have manifested itself in delirium culminating in death,
which simple folk may have attributed to that favourite Victorian malady
– a broken heart. So, George Hougham may have played the role of the
'Man on the Brookland Road' to Margaret Butler's Maid . . . "
All this may seem too speculative, depending unduly on one
attribution by Anne Roper; but it may stimulate some evidence in
corroboration or contradiction; and it would have been typical of Kipling
to derive the notion of his poem either from a basis of fact or from
acknowledged folklore. – Ed.

THE SOCIETY'S LIBRARY
The Society's Research Library contains some 1300 items – books by
Kipling, books and articles relating to his life and works, collections of
press cuttings, photographs, relevant memorabilia, and a complete run
of the Kipling Journal. It is located at City University, Northampton
Square, London EC 1V OHB, where, by kind permission, it is housed in
the University Library. Members of the University's Graduate Centre for
Journalism are allowed access to it.
So, of course, are members of the Kipling Society, if they obtain a
Reader's Ticket from the Honorary Librarian, Mrs Trixie Schreiber, at
16 High Green, Norwich NR1 4AP [tel. 01603 701630, or (at her
London address) 0171 708 0647], who is glad to answer enquiries about
the Library by post or telephone. If Mrs Schreiber is away, enquiries
should be channelled through the Society's Secretary – see page 4 for the
address and telephone number.

"THE BLUNT-NOSED MUGGER OF MUGGER-GHAUT"
Illustration by Aldren Watson for "The Undertakers" in volume 2 of The Jungle Books
(New York, Doubleday, 1948). Emitting much smoke as it crosses the bridge is the Delhi
Mail. The crocodile likens its locomotive to "a new breed of bullock", potentially eatable;
but the jackal and the adjutant-crane know better.
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THE UNDERTAKERS, ESPECIALLY THE ADJUTANT-CRANE
The picture on the opposite page was drawn by Maurice Wilson for "The
Undertakers", in the Macmillan Children's Books edition of The Second
Jungle Book (London, 1984). It illustrates the moment in the story when
the Adjutant-crane (Ciconia Argala) joined his fellow-blackguards, the
sinister Mugger and the craven jackal. The enormous bird, in Kipling's
words, "landed stiffly on the sand-bar... Then you saw what a ruffianly
brute he really was. His back view was immensely respectable, for he
stood nearly six feet high, and looked rather like a very proper baldheaded parson. In front it was different, for his Ally Sloper-like head and
neck [Who was Ally Sloper? – Ed.] had not a feather to them, and there
was a horrible raw-skin pouch on his neck under his chin – a hold-all for
the things his pick-axe beak might steal. His legs were long and thin and
skinny, but he moved them delicately, and looked at them with pride as
he preened down his ashy-gray tail-feathers . . . "
Kipling's vivid description of the bird's villainous appearance and
oddly delicate gait may well owe something to a delightful passage in
chapter II of his father's admirable book, Beast and Man in India
(Macmillan, 1891). Lockwood Kipling wrote: "For grotesque devilry of
dancing, the Indian Adjutant beats creation. Don Quixote or Malvolio
were not half so solemn or mincing, and yet there is an abandonment and
lightness of step, a wild lift in each solemn prance, which are almost
demoniacal. If it were possible for the most angular, tall, and demure of
elderly maiden ladies to take a great deal too much champagne and then
to give a lesson in ballet-dancing, with occasional pauses of acute
sobriety, perhaps some faint idea might be conveyed of the peculiar
quality of the Adjutant's movements. Such a conception is, of course,
outrageously impossible to a well-regulated western mind, for it is only
the French who have thought of calling a lady a grue. It is notable that of
late years Calcutta, which used to be regularly visited by Adjutants, has
been deserted by them. [The Adjutant in "The Undertakers" told the
jackal and the crocodile about his misadventure, years before, with the
American ice in Calcutta. – Ed.] I have heard natives say that they
assemble in waste places to hold councils and to dance."
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MEMBERSHIP NEWS
NEW MEMBERS
We offer a very warm welcome to the following new members, listed to mid-February
1997:
Miss Flavia Amabile (Rome); Mr Neil W. Biggs (London); Mr Graham F. Coles
(Buckinghamshire); Mr John W.F. Gaylor (Kent); Miss Fumiyo Kobayashi (London);
Mr Andrew Kerr-Jarrett (London); Mrs E.S. Lawrence (Dorset); Mr Peter Meissner
(Hanover); Mr Julian F. Moore (South Australia); Mr Dominic J. O'Donnell (Glasgow);
Mr Roger Tomlinson (Hertfordshire); Mr Marco Tosatti (Rome); and Mrs A.L. VaughanWilliams (Sussex);
also to two new members of the Society's Melbourne Branch:
Mr Michael Jones (Griffith, N.S.W.); and Mrs Carol Naylor (Melbourne).

OBITUARY: MRS IVY MORTON, of Melbourne, Australia
Mrs Rosalind Kennedy (Secretary and Vice-President of the Melbourne Branch), writes:
"Members were saddened to learn of the death in December 1996 of Mrs Ivy Morton, an
ex officio Vice-President of the Kipling Society, at the age of 92. Born in England, Mrs
Morton was the widow of a former Indian Army officer; and they both joined as foundation
members of Melbourne in 1938.
Mrs Morton was a devoted member, and served as Secretary of the Branch from 1973
to 1983, when she was elected President; upon her retirement in 1986 she was elected
President Emeritus. Delicate health prevented her participation in activities for the last
decade; but many members will remember, with respect, her contribution to the Melbourne
Branch."

OBITUARY: DR THOMAS N. CROSS, of Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S.A.
Professor Enamul Karim, in charge of the Secretariat for North America, writes:
"Dr Thomas N. Cross, who was a physician and the author of East and West: A Biography
of Rudyard Kipling (Luckystone Press, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1992), passed away on
13 December 1996. He was for many years a devoted and enthusiastic member of the
Kipling Society. May God grant him eternal peace. We send our condolence to his wife
Patricia and his family."

THE KIPLING JOURNAL
AN EXPLANATORY NOTE
The Kipling Journal, house magazine of the Kipling Society, is sent
quarterly to all members. Its contributions to learning since 1927 have
earned it a high reputation. It has published many important items by
Kipling not readily found elsewhere, and a vast quantity of valuable
historical, literary and bibliographical commentary, in various shapes,
by authorities in their field. In the academic study of Kipling, no serious
scholar overlooks the Journal's wealth of data, soon to be re-indexed.
Over two hundred libraries and English Faculties, in a dozen countries,
receive it as corporate members of the Society.
However, though scholarly in general tendency, it is not an austerely
academic production. It aims to entertain as well as to inform. This is
both necessary and easy. Necessary because our membership is as
representative of the ordinary reader as of the university researcher. Easy
because there exists an inexhaustible reservoir of engrossing material –
thanks to the great volume and variety of Kipling's writings; the scope
of his travels, acquaintance and correspondence; the diversity of his
interests and influence; the scale of the events he witnessed; the
exceptional fame he attracted in his lifetime; and the international
attention he continues to attract.
The Editor is glad to receive, from members and non-members alike,
articles or letters bearing on the life and works of Kipling. The range of
potential interest is wide, from erudite correspondence and scholarly
criticism to such miscellanea as justify attention, e.g. reports of new
books or films; press cuttings; sales catalogues; unfamiliar photographs;
fresh light on people or places that Kipling wrote about; and of course
unpublished letters by Kipling himself, particularly ones of any
biographical or bibliographical significance.
Authors of prospective articles should know that length may be
crucial: the volume of material coming in steadily exceeds the space
available. A page holds under 500 words, so articles of 5000 words,
often requiring preface, notes and illustrations, may be hard to
accommodate quickly. Even short pieces often have to wait. Naturally,
as with other literary societies, contributors are not paid; their reward is
the appearance of their work in a periodical of repute.
The Secretary of the Society arranges distribution of the Journal, and
holds an attractive stock of back numbers for sale. However, items
submitted for publication should be addressed to The Editor, Kipling
Journal, Weavers, Danes Hill, Woking, Surrey GU22 7HQ, England.

THE KIPLING SOCIETY
AN EXPLANATORY NOTE
The Kipling Society exists for anyone interested in the prose and verse,
and the life and times, of Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936). When founded
in 1927 by J.H.C. Brooking and a few enthusiasts, it met with vehement
and predictable disapproval from Kipling himself; but it quickly gained,
and thereafter retained, a substantial membership. It remains today one of
the most active and enduring of the many literary and historical societies
in Britain. Moreover, being the only one in the world that focuses
specifically on Kipling and his place in English literature, it also attracts
members from many other countries, who all receive the quarterly
Kipling Journal (subject of a descriptive note on the previous page).
As an essentially non-profit-making literary organisation, run on a
voluntary basis to provide a service to the public as well as to its
members, the Kipling Society is a Registered Charity (No. 278885) in
Britain. Its overall activities are controlled by its Council, though routine
management is in the hands of the Secretary and the other honorary
officials. However, its large membership in North America is mainly
co-ordinated from Rockford College, Illinois, and there is also an active
branch in Melbourne, Australia.
For fuller particulars of its organisation, and a list of impending
meetings, see pages 4 and 5 of this issue. The Society's main London
activities fall into four categories. First, maintaining a specialised
Library which scholars may consult, and which is located in City
University, London; second, answering enquiries from the public (e.g.
schools, publishers, writers and the media), and providing speakers on
request; third, arranging a regular programme of lectures, usually but not
exclusively in London, and a formal Annual Luncheon with a
distinguished Guest Speaker; fourth, publishing the Kipling Journal.
Kipling, phenomenally popular in his day, appeals still to a wide range
of 'common readers' attracted by his remarkable prose and verse style,
his singular ability to evoke atmosphere, and his skill in narrative. These
unacademic readers, as well as professional scholars of English
literature, find much to interest them in the Society and its Journal New
members are made welcome. Particulars of membership are obtained
by writing to the Secretary, Kipling Society, 2 Brownleaf Road,
Brighton, Sussex BN2 6LB, England (or, for those living in North
America, to the address at the foot of page 4).
The annual subscription rate is £20 – both for individual and for
corporate members, whether in Britain or abroad. This remains the
'minimum' rate: some members very helpfully contribute more.

